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Abstract

The ways in which clouds, circulation, and climate sensitivity interact are grand challenges
of climate science. All of these phenomena depend on water vapor’s condensable nature and
strong radiative absorption. In this thesis, we take up the premise that a closer study of
water vapor may provide a master key for unlocking how clouds, circulation, and climate
sensitivity interact. We begin with simple models of tropical climate, water vapor’s thermo-
spectric properties, and the water vapor feedback (Chapter 1), then pursue an understanding
of how thermospectric properties interact with the general circulation and climate stability
in the form of subtropical radiator fins (Chapter 2) and how these properties can constrain
the general circulation in the form of the radiative tropopause (Chapter 4). We use this
understanding to constrain the anvil cloud area feedback (Chapter 3), a longstanding source
of uncertainty in estimating climate sensitivity.

Chapter 2 shows how, at tropical surface temperatures, the spectral width of the water va-
por window, a key parameter in setting the strength of the longwave clear-sky feedback, is
controlled by variations in tropospheric relative humidity owing to water vapor continuum
absorption’s quadratic dependence on vapor pressure. In Earth’s tropics, strong meridional
gradients of humidity exist due to the large scale overturning circulation, which implies
meridional variations in Earth’s longwave feedback. Regions of ascending motion are warm
and wet, so water vapor is e↵ective at blocking increased surface emission from escaping to
space. Regions of subsidence are warm yet dry, and act as “radiator fins” by letting more
surface emission escape to space, thereby stabilizing the tropics as a whole. To complement
this clear-sky picture, a simple theory of cloud radiative e↵ects is developed. High clouds
mask clear-sky emission in proportion to their optically thick area fraction. Owing to their
relatively fixed temperatures, they destabilize the tropics as a whole.

Chapter 3 builds on this model of cloud radiative e↵ects to include both longwave and short-
wave radiation, and high clouds and low clouds and their change with warming. Combining
this formalism with observations of the present day cloud radiative e↵ect, the anvil cloud
area feedback can be constrained with a form of hypothesis testing we call the “storyline
approach”. For the anvil cloud area feedback to be significant, their area would need to
change by 50% K�1, but theory connecting anvil cloud area to the large scale circulation,
observations of interannual variability, and simulations suggest they vary by about 4% K�1.
These multiple lines of evidence rule out a strong area feedback. On the other hand, only
a 2% K�1 change in albedo is needed to induce a strong anvil cloud albedo feedback, but
evidence for such is unclear. This suggests that a major source of uncertainty in estimating
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climate sensitivity is due to changes in anvil cloud optical depth.

Chapter 4 looks again at water vapor spectroscopy, but this time at how the histogram of
absorption coe�cients controls the vertical profile of radiative cooling and the location of the
radiative tropopause, where radiative cooling goes to zero. Previous theories of tropopause
temperature based on skin temperature-like arguments break down due to the additional de-
grees of freedom that spectral radiative transfer allows. Tropopause temperature decouples
from outgoing longwave radiation and is coupled instead to the spectral emission from the
most optically thick wavenumber. Thus, radiative cooling can only extend to where water
vapor is optically thick. The highest height (lowest temperature) to which water vapor is
optically thick is determined by Clausius-Clapyeron scaling and the maximum e↵ective ab-
sorption coe�cient of water vapor. With these constraints, a simple model of tropopause
temperature predicts a relatively fixed radiative tropopause temperature with warming and
can successfuly predict changes in tropopause temperature as a result of changes in surface
temperature, column relative humidity, and spectroscopic absorption.

Chapter 5 looks back on the preceding chapters and analyzes what made this approach of
studying water vapor’s thermospectric properties so fruitful. One of the key reasons for
this success was linking water vapor’s thermodynamic and spectroscopic properties. The
former’s role in climate is far more appreciated than the latter, which means there are
likely more problems that could benefit from a deeper study of water vapor spectroscopy.
Another reason for success was that these clear-sky insights helped build an idealized, yet
sophisticated enough model of cloud radiative e↵ects to better interpret observations and
led to hypothesis testing which could incorporate di↵erent lines of evidence. Overall, this
thesis stresses the need for physical understanding to be incorporated into formal methods of
analysis (such as feedback decompositions) used in community e↵orts like CMIP. Methods of
analysis should be updated as knowledge of the climate system improves and be developed
to make it as easy as possible to incorporate multiple lines of evidence. This gives the best
chance to more quickly constrain climate sensitivity.
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1.1 Water vapor and Earth’s climate

On December 7, 1972, 45000 km from home, a photo was taken by astronauts on Apollo
17 that would shape the way humans viewed their planet. From the Indian to the Atlantic
Ocean, from ice-covered Antarctica to desert North Africa, from pop-corn like Equatorial
clouds to whirling tropical cyclones — somehow, these diverse worlds were in fact one world.
The Blue Marble reveals not a mote of dust suspended in a sunbeam, but an engine that
transforms the sun’s energy into winds, clouds, deserts, and forests, or what we call Earth’s
climate.

This engine has as much power to foster development as it has to destroy. When The
Blue Marble was taken, the cyclones it captured had just brought flooding and high winds
to India. But these disturbances wash out on annual, multi-decadal timescales, and even
multi-millennium timescales, which has enabled human development to flourish (Xu et al.
2020). Earth’s climate has varied by less than 1 K (0.3%) from its 288 K global mean from
the first written works to the steam engine (IPCC 2021). A natural question thus arises:
How does this system stabilize itself?

Answering this question has only become more relevant as humans continue to push and prod
the climate with greenhouse gasses such as Carbon Dioxide (CO2). Since the steam engine,
humans have warmed the globe by over 1 K (IPCC 2021), a blink of time in comparison to
the human history that precedes it. Humans continue to emit CO2, thus motivating one of
the central questions of climate science: How much will the Earth warm in response?

Attempts to understand this question are epitomized by quantifying Equilibrium Climate
Sensitivity (ECS), an idealized metric defined as the global mean surface temperature in-
crease that results from an instantaneous doubling of CO2:

ECS ⌘ �
F2⇥

�
, (1.1)

where F2⇥ is the forcing (Wm�2) due to an instantaneous doubling of CO2 from its pre-
industrial concentration of 280 ppmv, and � is the net feedback parameter (Wm�2K�1)
which quantifies how much Earth’s top of atmosphere energy balance changes in response to
a unit K of warming. This definition is shaped by two important aspects of Earth’s climate:
First, although we are interested in surface warming, the planet ultimately warms and cools
by what enters and exits its top-of-atmosphere (TOA). Second, Earth’s warming can be
usefully decomposed into a push (the forcing) and a temperature-mediated response (the
feedback). While quantifying and understanding the forcing is important and a fully-fledged
sub-field in its own right (Forster et al. 2021), we will simply take it as a given that F2⇥ ⇡ 3.7
Wm�2 and focus here on the feedback and what physical processes control it.

Consider the limit in which � ! 0 Wm�1K�1. In this regime, even a small perturbation at
TOA would require a large change in surface temperature to restore the TOA balance. At
� = 0 Wm�2K�1, Earth’s climate would enter a runaway state where no amount of warming
could ever balance a radiative perturbation. In the opposite limit of � ! �1 Wm�1K�1,
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Figure 1.1: The Blue Marble. Earth on December 7, 1972 from the Apollo 17 spacecraft.
Photo taken either by Ron Evans or Harrison Schmitt.

a perturbation at TOA could be balanced with just a slight change in surface temperature.
In reality, the best estimate for Earth is � = �1.3 Wm�2K�1 (Sherwood et al. 2020), which
implies an ECS value of �F2⇥/� = (4.0 Wm�2)/(1.3 Wm�2K�1) ⇡ 3 K. However, the
uncertainty spans from from 2.6 � 3.9 K, primarily because of uncertainty in clouds and
how they respond to warming and couple to the atmospheric circulation (Bony et al. 2015;
Sherwood et al. 2020).

It took forty years to narrow the uncertainty in ECS from 1.5 – 4.5 K (Charney et al. 1979) to
its present day estimate. Part of this di�culty was (and still is) that water vapor and clouds
have out-sized impacts on Earth’s energy balance, but depend on scales from the microscopic
to the planetary. Their mass fraction is small too. Water vapor only accounts for 0.25% of the
total mass of the atmosphere, and clouds only 0.0125%. If all of this rained out, atmospheric
water vapor would make a pool across Earth’s surface only 2.5 cm deep, and clouds would
make a pool only 1 mm deep (Stevens and Bony 2013). And yet changes in water vapor with
warming are known to halve � (Held and Soden 2000; Manabe and Wetherald 1967), and
about 3000 convective updrafts throughout the Intertropical Convergenze Zone power the
Earth’s Hadley circulation (Riehl and Malkus 1958). The multi-scale nature of the problem
is illustrated by displaying the relative scales between radiative absorption and the general
circulation in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: From spectroscopy to the general circulation. (a) Composite image of
North and South America from GOES-16/GOES-17. (b) Tropical Atlantic and the ITCZ
from the VIIRS instrument on the NOAA-20 spacecraft. (c) Anvil clouds over eastern Brazil
from the International Space Station. (d) Mesoscale cloud field over the western Atlantic
from the International Space Station. (e) Schematic figure of microphysical processes within
a cumulonimbus cloud, taken from Morrison et al. (2020). (f) Hydrometeors and water vapor
spectroscopy, taken from Stevens and Bony (2013).

Our goal here, broadly speaking, is to better understand this coupling between clouds, circu-
lation, and climate sensitivity by regarding water vapor as the bridge between these entities.
More specifically our goal is three-fold.

1. How do water vapor and atmospheric circulation tie together to influence climate
stability (i.e. �), particularly as one transitions from the moist, ascending deep tropics
to the dry, descending subtropics?

2. How important are anvil clouds produced by deep convection, and their change with
warming, for constraining Earth’s climate stability and sensitivity?

3. How does water vapor’s thermodynamic and radiative properties conspire to constrain
the general circulation’s radiative tropopause temperature?

These questions are introduced broadly here, but let us now further organize their context,
motivation, and underlying physics to set the stage for following chapters.

https://www.nesdis.noaa.gov/news/2019-look-the-best-images-above
https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/SearchPhotos/photo.pl?mission=ISS042&roll=E&frame=215306
https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/SearchPhotos/photo.pl?mission=ISS066&roll=E&frame=37532
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1.2 Subtropical radiator fins and the longwave
feedback

The first credible estimate of climate sensitivity was made in Manabe and Wetherald (1967).
When they increased CO2 in their single column climate model, the warming would double
if they kept the relative humidity fixed rather than the specific humidity. This “water vapor
feedback”, in which surface evaporation increases with warming so as to maintain a nearly
constant relative humidity, is the single largest contribution to Earth’s net feedback (Held
and Soden 2000). Owing to this large contribution, the water vapor feedback is the starting
point for our study into how the general circulation interacts with evaporation and humidity
to modulate climate stability.

Radiative convective equilibrium

Given the success of Manabe and Wetherald (1967) in estimating climate sensitivity, we will
follow their approach and begin with a single column model (SCM) in radiative convective
equilibrium (RCE) with the following essential ingredients (Jeevanjee et al. 2022):

1. A single column setting that emphasizes the role of vertical energy transfers.

2. Surface fluxes that strongly couple surface temperatures to tropospheric temperatures
and constrain the tropospheric lapse rate via convective adjustment. This coupling
allows us to focus on the simpler TOA energy balance rather than the surface energy
balance.

3. A su�ciently realistic representation of water vapor radiative transfer, that is, a spec-
tral (wavenumber-dependent) representation which permits a quantitatively accurate
radiative response from perturbations in water vapor.

4. The assumption of fixed tropospheric relative humidity (RH) to capture the water
vapor feedback.

In this paradigm, water vapor is optically thick across most wavenumbers, except for a
region between roughly 800�1200 cm�1 known as the “water vapor window”. Water vapor’s
opacity “masks” or “blocks” much of the surface emission from escaping to space (a notion
we will make more precise). Water vapor also re-emits much of this absorbed radiation back
to the surface, so the surface must cool primarily via conduction and evaporation. These
surface sensible and latent heat fluxes warm and moisten the boundary layer, and then
convection transports that water vapor into the troposphere. This water vapor condenses
and precipitates, heating the atmosphere at an altitude where the atmosphere can then cool
radiatively to space owing to the optically thin atmosphere above it (Jeevanjee and Romps
2018).

To see how these ingredients lead to the water vapor feedback, consider what happens
when CO2 is increased in RCE. First, the outgoing longwave radiation decreases owing to
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the increased atmospheric opacity from CO2. Then, convection and precipitation decrease
since condensation heating balances tropospheric radiative cooling (this is what Radiative-
Convective Equilibrium means). Since the depth of convection is constrained to remain at a
fixed isotherm of about 220 K (Hartmann and Larson 2002a), the rate at which convection
converts boundary layer moisture to precipitation has decreased and the boundary layer
moistens as a result. This increased relative humidity inhibits evaporation, which causes
surface temperatures to increase in response. As surface temperature increases, the con-
vectively coupled troposphere must warm too. Specific humidity must increase as a result
so as to maintain a constant relative humidity (Romps 2014). The increased water vapor
traps yet more radiation, which must be compensated by further warming by the process
just described.

Simpson’s Law of water vapor emission

This water vapor feedback can be quantified and understood most easily by focusing on
spectrally-resolved TOA fluxes and the emergent property that water vapor is an “invari-
ant emitter” that follows “Simpson’s Law” (Ingram 2010; Jeevanjee et al. 2021b; Stevens
and Kluft 2023). We will outline this approach, pursued in many papers (Jeevanjee 2023;
Jeevanjee and Romps 2018; Koll et al. 2023; Seeley and Jeevanjee 2020; Stevens and Kluft
2023), here.

Ultimately, the incident solar radiation S must be balanced by the outgoing longwave radi-
ation OLR. This outgoing radiation emanates from the surface only in the window region,
and from the troposphere for all other wavenumbers (ignoring CO2 and O3 here). These con-
tributions can be formalized with the spectrally resolved emission temperature as a function
of wavenumber:

OLR⌫ = ⇡B⌫(Tem(⌫)), (1.2)

where OLR⌫ (Wm�2cm) is the spectrally resolved OLR (and which satisfies OLR =
R
OLR⌫d⌫),

B⌫(T ) is the Planck emission (Wm�2cm sr�1), and Tem is the emission temperature (some-
times called the “brightness” temperature).

The longwave feedback, which accounts for most of the water vapor feedback (Jeevanjee
2023), will be controlled by the response of emission temperatures to a changing surface
temperature:

�LW = �
dOLR

dTs
= �

Z 1 cm�1

0 cm�1

@OLR⌫

@T

����
T=Ts

d⌫ = �

Z 1 cm�1

0 cm�1

⇡
@B⌫

@T

����
T=Tem

dTem

dTs
d⌫, (1.3)

so Tem and dTem/dTs for optically thick water vapor should be understood.

Tem(⌫) is determined by where the optical depth ⌧ of the atmosphere is about 1, a sweet
spot where greenhouse gasses have a relatively clear view to space, but their density is high
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enough to have substantial emission (Jeevanjee 2023). Water vapor’s optical depth can be
shown to be a roughly single valued function of temperature (Jeevanjee and Romps 2018),
that is:

⌧H2O = ⌧H2O(T ) =

Z T

Ttp

H2O⇢
⇤
vRH(T

0)
dT 0

�
, (1.4)

where Ttp is the tropopause temperature, H2O is the mass absorption coe�cient (m2kg�1)
of water vapor, � is the lapse rate, and ⇢⇤v is the density of saturation water vapor. This is
because ⇢⇤v is an exponentially varying function of temperature due to Clausius-Clapyeron
scaling, and RH, , and � only weakly vary with pressure by comparison (Koll and Cronin
2018; Romps 2014). When using T as a vertical coordinate, the profile of ⌧H2O is universal
and independent of surface temperature, which means that Tem(⌫) is also independent of
surface temperature as long as RH is fixed. This yields Simpson’s “Law”: Assuming fixed
relative humidity, emission temperatures and spectrally-resolved OLR are independent of
surface temperature (to first order) at wavenumbers where water vapor is optically thick.
Expressed mathematically:

dOLR⌫

dTs

����
RH

⇡ 0 because
dTem

dTs

����
RH

⇡ 0 (when ⌫ is optically thick from H2O). (1.5)

Conversely, if we continue to ignore the contribution from the net feedback from CO2 radiator
fins (Kluft et al. 2021; Seeley and Jeevanjee 2020; Stevens and Kluft 2023), then in the
optically thin window region where surface emission sees directly to space,

dTem

dTs

����
RH

⇡ 1 (when ⌫ is optically thin from H2Oand CO2). (1.6)

With these approximations, and with ignoring shortwave absorption by water vapor, the
water vapor feedback in radiative convective equilibrium can be computed with a simple
integration determined by surface Planck emission within the water vapor window:

�RCE = �
dOLR

dTs
= �

Z 1 cm�1

0 cm�1

@OLR⌫

@T

����
Ts=290 K

d⌫ = �

Z 1200 cm�1

800 cm�1

⇡
@B⌫

@T

����
Ts=290 K

d⌫ ⇡ �2 Wm�2K�1.

(1.7)

This value is close to the observed slope of linearity between outgoing longwave radiation
and surface temperature across much of Earth (Koll and Cronin 2018) (although deviations
seem to occur at the warmest surface temperatures). Evidently, fixed relative humidity
radiative-convective equilibrium and Simpson’s law can quantitatively capture much of the
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water vapor feedback. It also sheds some insights on the relevant thermospectric physics at
play.

In Equation 1.7, the feedback is determined by a competition between the increasing value of
@B⌫/@T |T=Ts with increasing Ts (when integrated over all wavenumbers, this term is 4�T 3

s ),
and the decreasing width of the water vapor window as water vapor opacity increases (Koll
and Cronin 2018). We have included the first e↵ect in arriving at our semi-analytic estimate
of �RCE ⇡ �2 Wm�2K�1 at Ts = 290 K, but calculating the decrease in width of the water
vapor analytically is more involved (see Equations 37 - 39 of Koll et al. (2023)) and will not
be treated here. Thus, we can predict that �RCE ⇡ �2 Wm�2K�1 in the present day climate,
but we cannot fully understand its state dependence without including this contribution. We
take up this task in Chapter 2, where the presented numerical radiative transfer calculations
include the e↵ect of a decreasing width in the water vapor window.

This balanced competition could be modulated by variations in column relative humidity,
which would change the width of the water vapor window at a given surface temperature.
It is unclear how much these variations matter in controlling �RCE, but they may relate
to the contrast in climate stability between the moist tropical“furnaces” and dry subtropi-
cal“radiator fins” (Pierrehumbert 1995). This brings us to the first question to be addressed
in this thesis: How do water vapor and atmospheric circulation tie together to influence cli-
mate stability (i.e. �), particularly as one transitions from the moist, ascending deep tropics
to the dry, descending subtropics?

1.3 Anvil cloud feedbacks

Single column RCE and Simpson’s law are powerful models for understanding Earth’s cli-
mate, but they say little about where clouds form and their role in climate change. Clouds
have a strong influence on the energy balance of the present day climate (Hartmann 2015) and
likely influence Earth’s climate sensitivity (Ceppi and Nowack 2021). A more comprehensive
model of tropical dynamics is needed to answer how clouds will change with warming, and a
more comprehensive model of how clouds modify Earth’s TOA energy balance is needed to
say whether changes in cloudiness will matter for climate sensitivity. Here, we focus primar-
ily on anvil clouds, the horizontally extensive ice clouds that cap regions of deep convection
(Gasparini et al. 2023).

Two box model of tropical climate

Earth’s insolation depends on latitude (�), which forces a circulation to balance this energetic
gradient. This circulation is dynamically constrained by the weak Coriolis force at tropical
latitudes, which has fundamental implications for deep convection and cloudiness that will
now be explored.

More solar radiation is received in the deep tropics (� . |15�|) than the subtropics (|15�| .
� . |30�|). Consequently, the deep tropics are warmer than the subtropics and also moister
because of surface evaporation’s exponential temperature dependence:
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E = Cdu⇢
⇤
v(Ts)(1� RHbl), (1.8)

where Cd is a drag coe�cient, u is the surface wind speed, RHbl is the boundary-layer relative
humidity, and ⇢⇤v(Ts) is the surface saturation vapor density:

⇢⇤v(Ts) =
prefv

RvTs
exp

✓
�

L

RvTs

◆
, (1.9)

where prefv = 2.5 ⇥ 1011 Pa is a reference pressure from Clausius-Clapeyron scaling (Romps
2014), L ⇡ 2.5⇥ 106 J kg�1 is the latent heat of vaporization, and Rv = 461 J kg�1 K�1 is
the vapor gas constant.

As a result, the deep tropics tends to have more surface moist static energy (hs) (Zhang
and Fueglistaler 2020), which quantifies the conserved measure of energy of an adiabatically
lifted air parcel that is allowed to condense:

hs ⌘ cpTs +
LRdTs

ps
⇢⇤v(Ts)RHbl + gzs, (1.10)

where Ts is surface temperature, Rd = 287 J kg�1 K�1 is the dry gas constant, ps ⇡ 1000 hPa
is the surface pressure, and zs = 0 m is the surface height. This is in contrast to the tropical
free troposphere (ft), where gravity waves e�ciently homogenize the horizontal distribution
of saturated moist static energy (Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz 1989; Charney 1963; Neelin
and Held 1987; Sobel et al. 2001). This has implications for the tropical circulation and the
location of anvil clouds (Neelin and Held 1987), because it is the saturation value of the moist
static energy of the environment (h⇤

ft) that determines whether a perturbed, saturated surface
air parcel will convect (Arakawa and Schubert 1974), since a moist adiabatic temperature
profile is associated with vertically constant saturation moist static energy (Romps 2020).

For instance, if hs < h⇤
ft, an upwardly perturbed surface air parcel (par) condensing in that

region would be cooler than its surroundings and then return to the surface due to its negative
buoyancy:

hs = h⇤
par = cpTpar +

LRdTpar

ps
⇢⇤v(Tpar) + gzpar < h⇤

ft = cpTft +
LRdTft

ps
⇢⇤v(Tft) + gzft, (1.11)

Since zpar = zft, this inequality implies that Tpar < Tft, and thus a negative buoyancy b, since

b = g
Tpar � Tft

Tft
. (1.12)

Note that we have ignored virtual temperature and condensate loading influences on buoy-
ancy (Bao et al. 2022; Parodi and Emanuel 2009) for simplicity.
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Conversely, if hs > hft, then a surface air parcel that is perturbed upwards would be warmer
than its surroundings and continue to rise and condense into clouds, or in other words,
convect. This convection takes the form of deep, precipitating clouds (Riehl and Malkus
1958) that quickly adjusts the h⇤

ft to hs (Arakawa and Schubert 1974; Emanuel 2008; Zhang
and Fueglistaler 2020), which adjusts the atmospheric column temperature profile to a moist
adiabat (Raymond 1995; Romps 2020). Because the moist adiabat is more dynamically stable
than the dry adiabat, the descending, dry-adiabatically heated branch of the circulation
must equilibrate to the temperature profile of the ascending branch rather than vice versa.
This equilibration is carried out by gravity waves (Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz 1989) that
horizontally homogenize the rest of the free troposphere to this “convective subcloud h”
(Zhang and Fueglistaler 2020).

The higher hs in the deep tropics means it is more likely to convect there and form anvil
clouds, although determining the precise location and timing of this convection depends not
only on surface fluxes, but convective downdrafts and entrainment between the boundary
layer and the free troposphere (Raymond 1995). Returning to the bigger picture, this rising
air loses its moisture via condensation and then travels polewards, but it can only go so
far before conservation of angular momentum constrains it to descend in the subtropics
(Held and Hou 1980). (Although there can be departures from this constraint due to zonal
asymmetries that are unaccounted for in the theory.) This subsiding branch of the circulation
is dryer and heats adiabatically without phase changes as it sinks. Because of this dry
descent, one might expect it to follow a dry adiabat, but then the air would be strongly
buoyant relative to the deep tropical moist adiabat profile of temperature. In fact, radiative
cooling (Q, K day�1) cools the air below the dry adiabat, allowing it to sink or “subside” at
the rate:

wsub =
Q

�d � �m
. (1.13)

This coupling between temperature, moisture, cloudiness, and circulation can be described
most simply by a box model of the tropics that divides the atmosphere into a moist “warm
pool” and a dry “cold pool” (e.g. Larson et al. 1999; Lindzen et al. 2001; Pierrehumbert
1995 and shown in Figure 1.3).

Thermostats and iris e↵ects

This idealized picture of tropical climate can help refute or support hypotheses for the
strength of proposed anvil cloud feedbacks. For instance, anvil clouds were hypothesized
to function as a thermostat by forming preferentially at the warmest end of tropical sea
surface temperatures and blocking incident solar radiation from heating the surface further
(Ramanathan and Collins 1991). However, this inference was based on the surface energy
budget rather than the TOA energy budget, which is the more relevant budget for determin-
ing whether clouds have a stabilizing or destabilizing e↵ect on surface temperature (Jeevanjee
et al. 2022; Manabe and Wetherald 1967; Pierrehumbert 1995). Anvil clouds have an al-
most neutral impact on the TOA energy balance (Hartmann and Berry 2017; Kiehl 1994;
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Figure 1.3: A canonical example of the two box model of the coupling between
moisture, cloudiness, and the general circulation. Figure taken from Larson et al.
(1999).

Ramanathan et al. 1989), which could a↵ect surface temperature gradients but not the trop-
ical mean temperature, which is constrained instead by the tropical mean TOA balance
(Pierrehumbert 1995). Furthermore, the relationship between anvil clouds and the surface
temperature distribution can be explained by the physics of convective thresholds described
in the previous section (Williams et al. 2009), without having to invoke any temperature
stabilization mechanism.

With the two box model of tropical climate and its derivatives, the thermostat class of
anvil cloud feedbacks could be ruled out (Hartmann and Michelsen 1993; Lau et al. 1997;
Pierrehumbert 1995; Wallace 1992). In place of a thermostat mechanism, Pierrehumbert
(1995) argued for the primacy of subtropical dry regions in stabilizing climate. However,
they did not present any candidate mechanism that could control the relative area of dry
and moist regions, and they rely on the assumption that deep convective anvil clouds have
and continue to have a small cloud radiative e↵ect. This mechanistic gap opened the door
for considering the “Iris e↵ect”, where anvil cloud evolution is hypothesized to control this
relative area of dry and moist areas and which leads to the idea that anvil clouds and their
change with warming may constitute a significant feedback (Lindzen et al. 2001).

In particular, Lindzen et al. (2001) hypothesized that anvil cloud area and detrained water
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in the upper troposphere might both decrease with warming because of increases in precip-
itation e�ciency (although the presumably microphysical mechanism for why the e�ciency
might change was never specified, and the quantitative link between e�ciency and cloud area
was never established). Using monthly variations in observed cloud amount, they inferred a
fractional change in anvil cloud area of about �22% per degree surface temperature (K�1).
They then used a box model of tropical climate like the one described previously to show
that this iris e↵ect might have a strong influence on Earth’s climate sensitivity. Note that
Lindzen et al assumed that anvil clouds have a strong positive cloud radiative e↵ect, contra-
dicting previous observations showing their radiative neutrality (Ramanathan et al. 1989).
However, strong critiques of this study soon followed based on issues with methodology such
as the unrealistic cloud radiative e↵ect (Lin et al. 2002) and neglecting the dynamical con-
tribution to cloud changes (Bony et al. 2004; Hartmann and Michelsen 2002) when inferring
cloud feedbacks. To this day, there has been limited evidence to link changes in precipitation
e�ciency with anvil cloud area (Ito and Masunaga 2022), casting doubt on the iris hypoth-
esis (at least as originally proposed). Furthermore, When changes in precipitation e�ciency
are explicitly imposed in GCM experiments, changes in climate sensitivity relative to control
simulations are much more modest than the original iris hypothesis suggests (Mauritsen and
Stevens 2015), and are more a↵ected by changes in anvil cloud optical depth than anvil cloud
area (Li et al. 2019). We will revisit this point in Chapter 3.

The iris e↵ect became a polemical issue due partly to the people involved and partly because
it was (and still is) di�cult to verify or refute the microphysical precipitation e�ciency
mechanism suggested in Lindzen et al. (2001). Progress has come instead from understanding
how anvil clouds’ macrophysical properties tie to large-scale controls like those displayed in
the box model of tropical circulation. The Fixed Anvil Temperature (FAT) hypothesis is
one example of this type of constraint (Harrop and Hartmann 2012; Hartmann and Larson
2002b; Zelinka and Hartmann 2010). But here, we will focus on the stability iris hypothesis,
which argues that tropical anvil cloud areas should decrease with warming because of mass
conservation and moist thermodynamics (Bony et al. 2016).

First, one assumes that anvil cloud cloud area (fh) is proportional to the detrainment (i.e.
the divergence) of cloudy air from the convective region in the upper troposphere �⇢�1@zM ,
where M is the convective mass flux and ⇢ the density of air. This detrained cloudy air
is equal to the horizontal convergence of air in clear-sky regions (CSC). By conservation
of mass and the continuity equation, this horizontal convergence must balance the vertical
divergence of clear-air subsidence (@zwsub). Stated mathematically:

fh = �µ⇢�1@zM = µCSC = µ@zwsub = µ@z

✓
Q

�m � �d

◆
, (1.14)

where µ represents the microphysical and vertical advection time tendencies for log cloud
condensate (Beydoun et al. 2021; Jeevanjee 2022) and the lapse rate is now assumed equal to
a moist adiabat. Because at fixed temperatures levels, moist adiabatic lapse rates decreases
with surface warming (Jeevanjee 2022), the denominator in the right most side of Equation
1.14 should increase. Increases in radiative cooling are less significant (Bony et al. 2016;
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Knutson and Manabe 1995), so if one assumes that variations in µ are small by comparison,
the overall e↵ect should be for anvil cloud area to decrease. Despite the disregard of potential
changes in cloud microphysics (Beydoun et al. 2021; Gasparini et al. 2023; Jeevanjee 2022),
the stability iris hypothesis is consistent with observations (Ito and Masunaga 2022; Saint-Lu
et al. 2020, 2022).

While the stability iris provides a way to understand changes in anvil cloud area, it is still
unclear how strong the resulting radiative feedback would have because confounding factors
such as cloud overlap (i.e. exposing low clouds beneath anvils), uncertainty in the precise
magnitude of the area change, and potentially a changing cloud radiative e↵ect may modulate
the result. Changes in anvil cloud area are still one of the largest sources of uncertainty in
estimating climate sensitivity (Forster et al. 2021; Sherwood et al. 2020), which leads us to the
second question of our thesis: How important are anvil clouds produced by deep convection,
and their change with warming, for constraining Earth’s climate stability and sensitivity?

1.4 The radiative tropopause

Much of the discussion so far has focused on climate stability and radiative feedbacks, but
in revisiting The Blue Marble and in particular the oblique views of anvil clouds from the
International Space Station in Figure 1.2c,d, another question arises: what sets the depth
of the troposphere? Or in other words, why do convection and eddies extend so far? As
we have seen, the thermodynamic and radiative constraints that accompany water vapor
play a role in setting the atmosphere’s temperature profile, at least in the tropics, and they
also constrain the decrease in convective mass fluxes (Betts 1998; Chadwick et al. 2013;
Held and Soden 2006; Jenney et al. 2020) and tropical overturning strength with warming
(Betts and Ridgway 1989; Knutson and Manabe 1995; Vecchi and Soden 2007), as well as
the temperature of anvil clouds (Harrop and Hartmann 2012; Hartmann and Larson 2002b),
so it might be that water vapor plays a role in tropospheric depth depth too.

The connection between water vapor, radiative cooling, and the circulation (Manabe and
Strickler 1964 and Chapter 1) motivates studying the radiative tropopause (defined by the
lowest level where radiative cooling goes to zero and neglecting dynamical warming associated
with processes like the Brewer-Dobson circulation). A simple argument for how water vapor
constrains the temperature of the radiative tropopause goes as follows: Water vapor decreases
as temperature decreases, which itself decreases with altitude until water vapor becomes so
optically thin that its radiative emission becomes negligible. By continuity, convection must
also become negligible because its latent heating ultimately balances this radiative cooling.
The temperature at which water vapor becomes optically thin and stops radiative cooling has
not been made precise, but this reasoning has been used to argue for the relatively constant
temperature of anvil clouds (Hartmann and Larson 2002b) and may even be more apt in
constraining tropopause temperature (Seeley et al. 2019).

However, it is possible to constrain the tropopause without any notion of water vapor, and
instead constrain it with a notion of dynamical and radiative consistency: the tropopause
is the height to which dynamical e↵ects extend and the height needed to satisfy planetary
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energy balance (Held 1982; Thuburn and Craig 1997, 2000; Vallis 2017). Using gray radia-
tive transfer theory, one can show that the tropopause temperature should be a skin-like
temperature tied to OLR (Pierrehumbert 2010). Models based on this type of thinking can
reproduce the meridional structure of the tropopause (Hu and Vallis 2019) and its vertical
shift with warming (Vallis et al. 2015).

It is not clear whether these two types of thinking are necessarily consistent with one an-
other, as they lead to di↵ering predictions of the response of tropopause temperature to
surface warming. The former (water vapor) theory emphasize a fixed tropopause temper-
ature irrespective of the warming agent. The latter theory permits a changing tropopause
temperature if the warming agent perturbs Earth’s TOA budget. The connections and dif-
ferences between these theories should be made precise, which leads us to the third and
final question in this thesis: How does water vapor’s thermodynamic and radiative properties
conspire to constrain the depth of the tropospheric circulation?

1.5 What lies ahead

We have now laid down the context for the three questions that will be pursued in this
thesis. All three questions have their roots in the radiative and thermodynamic properties
accompanying the presence of water and the following chapters will use these properties to
decipher the connections between clouds, circulation, and climate sensitivity.

In the first question, we will focus on the interaction between climatological relative hu-
midity maintained by the tropical circulation, the width of the water vapor window, and
the longwave climate feedback. The e↵ects of climatological anvil clouds will be accounted
for with a simple model of their impact on TOA energy balance. In the second question,
that model will be expanded to account for changes in anvil clouds with warming. The
resulting feedback decomposition we develop will help bridge the gap between the changes
in anvil cloud area expected from moist thermodynamics and continuity of the tropical cir-
culation, and the resulting radiative feedbacks from such changes. In the the third question,
ties between convection, eddies, and radiative cooling will be combined with water vapor
thermodynamics and spectroscopy to constrain the response of the tropopause to surface
warming. Ultimately, we hope to impart to the reader the profound influence water vapor
has in coupling the smallest scales of spectroscopy to the general circulation and climate
sensitivity.
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Chapter 2

Longwave feedbacks

This chapter is published as McKim, B. A., Jeevanjee, N., & Vallis, G. K. (2021). Joint
dependence of longwave feedback on surface temperature and relative humidity. Geophysical
Research Letters, 48 (18), e2021GL094074. doi: https://doi.org/10.1029/2021GL094074
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2.1 Abstract

Many studies have suggested that Earth’s clear-sky outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)
varies linearly with surface temperature, with a longwave clear-sky feedback that is inde-
pendent of surface temperature and relative humidity. However, this uniformity conflicts
with the notion that humidity controls tropical stability (e.g. the “furnace” and “radiator
fins” of Pierrehumbert (1995)). Here, we use a column model to explore the dependence
of longwave clear-sky feedback on both surface temperature and relative humidity. We find
that a strong humidity dependence in the feedback emerges above 275 K, which stems from
the closing of the H2O window, and that the furnace and radiator fins are consequences
of this dependence. We then clarify that radiator fins are better characterized by tropical
variations in clear-sky feedback than OLR. Finally, we construct a simple model for esti-
mating the all-sky feedback and find that although clouds lower the magnitude of longwave
feedback, the humidity-dependence persists.

2.2 Introduction

The longwave clear-sky feedback parameter �cs relates a change in clear-sky outgoing long-
wave radiation OLRcs to a change in surface temperature Ts,

�cs ⌘
dOLRcs

dTs
(Wm�2K�1). (2.1)

It is a measure of the stability of the climate and thus is a well studied quantity, with a
canonical value for its global mean of about 2.2 ± 10% Wm�2K�1 (Allan et al. 1999; Bony
et al. 1995; Budyko 1969; Cess et al. 1989, 1990; Chung et al. 2010; Dessler et al. 2008;
Jeevanjee 2018; Koll and Cronin 2018; Raval et al. 1994; Zhang et al. 2020).

The convergence of the global mean value of �cs across both observations and the model
hierarchy suggests robust physics that is insensitive to the idiosyncrasies of the individual
studies. Recently, Koll and Cronin (2018) gave an explanation of this physics as a balance
between increasing surface Planck feedback and decreasing surface transmissivity. They
verified that �cs ⇡ 2.2 Wm�1K�1 for a wide range of Ts in a column model. Zhang et al.
(2020) then extended this analysis to GCMs and similarly found �cs to be independent of
both Ts and free-tropospheric relative humidity (RH).

This work on the uniformity of feedback lies in tension with the notion that meridional
variations in clear-sky relative humidity are important in controlling tropical stability. In
particular, Pierrehumbert (1995) argued that the warm and moist deep tropics, with ac-
tive deep convection (furnace) are close to a local runaway greenhouse, but are radiatively
stabilized by the warm, yet dryer, and more quiescent subtropics (radiator fins). However,
Pierrehumbert (1995) was equivocal on whether the furnace and radiator fins manifest as
tropical variations in OLRcs, or rather in �cs, which is the more relevant parameter for sta-
bility. Indeed, as we shall show later, the latitudinal variations in OLRcs within the tropics
are quite muted compared to OLRcs variations over the globe. Here, then, we will pursue
the idea that radiator fins manifest instead as tropical variations in �cs.
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Clouds are another process that may play a role in controlling the structure of zonal-mean
feedback. Pierrehumbert (1995) argued for the presence of tropical furnaces and radiator
fins using only clear-sky physics. However, humid regions and cloudy regions often go hand-
in-hand, and high clouds are known to have a robust influence on the longwave feedback
(Zelinka and Hartmann 2010), so we might expect the longwave all-sky feedback parameter
�as to look di↵erent from �cs in the zonal mean.

We lack clarity on whether the taxonomy of the furnace and radiator fins are better described
by OLRcs or by �cs. There is also a tension between the constancy of �cs observed across
studies and the notion that humidity variations control tropical stability, and it is unclear
how clouds might modulate this relationship. This state of a↵airs motivates us to ask the
following questions:

1. Do furnaces and radiator fins indeed manifest as a contrast in the zonal-mean �cs as
opposed to the zonal-mean OLRcs?

2. How do we reconcile variations in �cs implied by furnaces and radiator fins when other
studies suggest �cs is approximately constant?

3. How do clouds modify the meridional structure of longwave feedback?

To this end we first construct a “phase space”, in which �cs is computed as a joint function
of Ts and column RH. Below 275 K, we find that �cs stays within 10% of 2.2 Wm�2K�1,
even as RH varies. Above 275 K, however, a significant RH-dependence emerges, leading to
much greater variations in �cs. We show that this RH-dependence stems from the closing
of the H2O window. The tropical contrast in zonal-mean �cs is, then, a consequence of this
RH-dependence at high temperatures. Finally, we construct a simple model for evaluating
the all-sky feedback and find that although clouds decrease the zonal-mean feedback, the
RH-dependence remains significant.

2.3 Results

Exploring the state dependence of �cs

We first address Question 2 by exploring the state dependence of �cs as a function of both Ts

and RH. We use RH as a state variable because RH-based feedbacks have certain advantages
over specific humidity (qv) based feedbacks both from a thermodynamic point of view (Held
and Shell 2012) and from a radiative point of view (Jeevanjee et al. 2021b), as specific humid-
ity already has a de facto strong temperature dependence through the Clausius-Clapeyron
relation. To compute radiative transfer we use PyRADS, a validated line-by-line column
model (Koll and Cronin 2019). We used the model in 1-D radiative-convective equilibrium,
following Koll and Cronin (2018), in which a moist adiabat profile is assumed and allowed
to extend to 150 K. We set the CO2 concentration to 340 ppmv, the number of pressure
levels to 30 from 0.1 to 1000 hPa (sensitivity experiments increasing the number of levels
to 60 found no significant di↵erences in the computed feedback), and consider a spectral
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Figure 2.1: Exploration of state dependence of longwave clear-sky feedback �cs

in a column model. (a) �cs phase space as a function of surface temperature Ts and
column relative humidity RH, with contours indicating values of �cs and stipples indicating
values between 2.2 ± 10% Wm�2K�1. See Equation (2.2) for details of the calculation.
Typical temperatures and humidity ranges spanned by the Earth are shaded in green. The
subtropics and deep tropics are noted as ⇠295 K/30%, and ⇠300 K/60%, respectively. The
gray arrows indicate di↵erent pathways to move from the subtropics to the deep tropics. (b)
Cross section of �cs phase space at 275 K and 300 K. (c) Cross section of �cs phase space at
20% and 80% relative humidity.
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range between 0.1 and 3500 cm�1 at 0.01 cm�1 resolution. We only then need to specify the
surface temperature and a vertically-uniform relative humidity to compute OLRcs for the
column. For more details of atmospheric structure and spectral databases, see “Materials
and Methods” in Koll and Cronin (2018).

We calculate �cs in the following way. We first compute OLRcs for some Ts and RH; we
then perturb the surface temperature by an amount �T , and allow the moist-adiabatic
atmosphere to respond while holding RH fixed; finally we calculate the perturbed outgoing
longwave radiation and take the finite di↵erence between the two states. In summary:

�cs(Ts,RH) ⇡
OLRcs(Ts +�T,RH)�OLRcs(Ts,RH)

�T
, (2.2)

where �T = 1 K in our calculations. Note that the Planck, lapse rate, and water vapor
feedbacks are included in �cs. The moist adiabat is not satisfied in the mid-latitudes, but
we note that the lapse rate feedback is small when RH is fixed (Cess 1975; Held and Shell
2012; Jeevanjee et al. 2021b; Zelinka et al. 2020). We exclude the RH-feedback associated
with a change in RH with surface warming for simplicity and because its value in the global
mean is < 0.1 Wm�2K�1 (Held and Shell 2012; Zelinka et al. 2020). We also assume the
atmosphere responds like a moist adiabat for simplicity, although in reality the atmospheric
temperature change is not always due to a local Ts change (Mauritsen 2016). We give some
perspective on our feedback analysis in Section 2.4.

Our results are summarized in Figure 2.1a) for surface temperatures between 230 K and
320 K and relative humidities between 0% and 100%. We identify 275 K as the de facto
boundary between a low temperature regime and a high temperature regime because each
region exhibits distinct behaviors for �cs. Below 275 K, there is a very small RH-dependence
— for values of RH between 20% and 80%, �cs remains within 10% of 2.2 Wm�2K�1. Above
275 K, however, a significant RH-dependence emerges: the value of �cs di↵ers from 2.2
Wm�2K�1 by much more than 10% over the same range of humidity. We explicitly plot
the RH-dependence of �cs at 275K and 300K (Figure 2.1b) to highlight this di↵erence in
behaviour. The majority of “Earth-like” values of (Ts, RH) pairs fall within 10% of 2.2
Wm�2K�1 (indicated by the overlap between the boxed and stippled areas in Figure 2.1a).
Thus, in response to Question 2, a �cs value of 2.2 Wm�2K�1 will occur over much of the
globe, and in particular will manifest as the constant slope of an OLRcs vs Ts regression, as
in Figure 1 of Koll and Cronin (2018). Nonetheless, Figure 2.1 shows that �cs can still vary
considerably at the higher temperatures of Earth’s tropics.

Importance of the H2O window

This section provides additional context about �cs by focusing on the underlying radiation
physics that controls the climate response.

Since �cs is dominated by surface emission through the H2O window (Koll and Cronin 2018),
the wavenumbers at which H2O absorption is negligible for surface emission, we expect the
window to play an important role in the RH-dependence of �cs at high temperatures. To
display the H2O window, we plot the surface-to-space transmission T⌫ , which measures the
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Figure 2.2: The closing of the H2O window is sensitive to relative humidity at
high surface temperatures. The surface-to-space transmission T⌫ is plotted as a function
of wavenumber ⌫ for a surface temperature of 275 K (a) and 300 K (b), and a relative
humidity of 12.5%, 25%, 50%, and 100%. The H2O window is where T⌫ ⇡ 1 and surface
emission escapes directly to space. We use a Savitzky–Golay filter with a 5 cm�1 width to
smooth these plots.

portion of surface emission at wavenumber ⌫ that escapes to space. At a surface temperature
of 275 K (Figure 2.2a), the H2O window remains open as the relative humidity is increased
from 12.5% to 100%. At a surface temperature of 300 K (Figure 2.2b), however, the H2O
window closes rapidly as the relative humidity is increased from 12.5% to 100%. This is due
to activation of H2O continuum absorption (Koll and Cronin 2018). Thus relative humidity
variations are su�cient to close the H2O window, but only at high temperatures.

Koll and Cronin (2018) emphasized the robustness of �cs ⇡ 2.2 Wm�2K�1 as arising from
a balance between the closing of the H2O window and the nonlinear 4�T 3

s surface Planck
feedback. However, at high temperatures this balance is not as robust, as evidenced by the
decreasing width of the stippled area of the �cs phase space, which denotes �cs = 2.2 ± 10%
Wm�2K�1, with increasing temperature (Figure 2.1a). The balance is not as robust because
the H2O window closes much faster with temperature at 100% RH than at 20% RH (Figure
2.2b), leading to a “Planck-dominated” response at low RH, and a “window-dominated”
response at high RH (Figure 2.1c).

Tropical variations in �cs

In Question 1 we asked whether the furnaces and radiator fins described in Pierrehumbert
(1995) manifest as a contrast in the zonal-mean �cs as opposed to the zonal-mean OLRcs.
To answer this question we will first compute time- and zonal-mean Ts and RH from ERA5
reanalysis (Hersbach et al. 2020) and use these values to read o↵ zonal-mean �cs from the
phase space of Figure 2.1. We take hourly data sub-sampled every 6 hours from January
1 — December 31, 1981 and compute annual averages. Following Zhang et al. (2020), we
calculate a free-tropospheric column RH as the water vapor mass between 850 hPa and
300 hPa, divided by the saturated water vapor mass within the column. We exclude the
boundary layer RH and stratospheric water vapor because of their limited impact on the
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Figure 2.3: Furnaces and radiator fins manifest as meridional variations in long-
wave clear-sky feedback �cs. (a) Zonal-mean �cs is diagnosed from Figure 2.1, using the
reanalysis zonal-mean RH (b) and the reanalysis zonal-mean Ts (c) as inputs (see text for
details). The shaded region in (a) represents the global mean value of 2.2± 10% Wm�2K�1

reported in other studies. We posit that the local maxima and minimum of �cs that lie
outside this range should be considered the “radiator fins” and “furnace”, respectively, of
the tropics. Note the equal-area scaling of the x-axis.
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OLR (Zhang et al. 2020).

We might expect a significant drop in �cs from the subtropics to the deep tropics by looking at
representative values of Ts and RH in the �cs-phase space (Figure 2.1). Indeed, the meridional
structure of zonal-mean �cs calculated as described above, shows �cs varying varies from 2.6
to 1.6 Wm�2K�1 in the tropics, a 38% drop (Figure 2.3a). Both the subtropical maxima
and deep tropical minimum lie outside the 2.2 ± 10% Wm�2K�1 range. We posit that these
extrema of �cs should be considered the true “radiator fins” and “furnace”, respectively, of
the tropics.

We can test whether the significant drop in �cs between the radiator fins and the furnace is
due to the di↵erence in humidity, as emphasized by Pierrehumbert (1995), or if the drop is
due to the di↵erence in temperature. If we look again at the phase space in Figure 2.1, we
can take a path that goes from the subtropics to the deep tropics in two parts (the order
does not matter): a first part with constant surface temperature, and a second part with
constant relative humidity (see the dashed gray arrows). In this region of phase space, the
doubling of relative humidity from 30% to 60% causes a much larger change in �cs than the
increase in surface temperature from 295 K to 300 K does.

Our answer to the first part of Question 1 is then: zonal-mean �cs exhibits local extrema,
which may be usefully viewed as the “furnace” and “radiator fins” of the tropics. Fur-
thermore, these extrema are indeed due to RH variations, consistent with Pierrehumbert
(1995). �cs exhibits a local maxima in the subtropics because they are hot and dry enough
for the feedback to exhibit a Planck-dominated response, and �cs exhibits a local minimum
in the deep tropics because they are hot and moist enough for the feedback to exhibit a
window-dominated response (Figure 2.1c).

To answer the second part of Question 1, that is, why radiator fins should not be regarded
as a contrast in the zonal-mean OLRcs, we plot the annual- and zonal-mean OLRcs and
OLRas from ERA5 reanalysis in gray in Figure 2.4c,d. Note the muted latitudinal variations
of OLRcs within the tropics (⇠ 10 Wm�2) compared to variations in OLRcs throughout
the rest of the globe (⇠ 100 Wm�2). This muted latitudinal dependence within the tropics
is inconsistent with the notion of radiator fins as significant subtropical maxima in OLRcs,
which is why we focus on �cs instead. OLRas does have more significant subtropical extrema,
but these should not be interpreted as a furnace and radiator fins because the longwave
warming e↵ect of deep tropical clouds is approximately balanced by their shortwave cooling
e↵ect (Hartmann and Berry 2017; Pierrehumbert 1995).

Incorporating the e↵ects of cloudiness

In Question 3, we asked whether clouds a↵ect the meridional structure in zonal-mean long-
wave feedback in the tropics. Rather than explicitly compute cloud feedbacks, which is
beyond the scope of this paper, we try to estimate them by constructing a simple model
for how clouds modify longwave emission. To validate the approach, we first estimate the
all-sky OLR, OLRas, from a few inputs: OLRcs, the cloud-top fraction f , and the cloud-top
temperature Tct. OLRcs is taken directly from ERA5 reanalysis. f is diagnosed from ERA5
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Figure 2.4: A simple model for zonal-mean all-sky emission. (a) cloud-top fraction
f , (b) cloud-top temperature Tct, (c) clear-sky emission OLRcs, and (d) all-sky emission
OLRas. The black curves are from ERA5 reanalyis. The dashed-red curve in (d) is our
simple estimate produced by the equation above the panels (see Equation 2.3). Note the
equal-area scaling of the x-axis.

reanalysis as the local max of the zonal-mean cloud fraction profile above a 550 hPa thresh-
old, which is used to avoid misidentifying cloud tops with boundary layer cloudiness. Tct is
the atmospheric temperature at which cloud fraction profile peaks. We smooth Tct with a
Savitzky-Golay filter with a 10� latitude width to account for sharp jumps in Tct arising from
the limited vertical resolution. This method of identifying cloud tops is similar to Thompson
et al. (2017). We show our methodology in the SI.

To estimate OLRas, we first consider the e↵ect of high clouds, which block longwave emission
from lower levels and replace it with their own longwave emission from cloud tops. We assume
high cloud emission acts like a black body and occurs high enough in the atmosphere that
emission travels directly to space (Siebesma et al. 2020). As for low clouds, we grossly assume
the low clouds emit at a temperature close enough to Ts that they only negligibly alter the
outgoing radiation (Hartmann 2015). Given these assumptions, we can now write down a
simple expression for OLRas:

OLRas ⇡ �T 4
ctf +OLRcs(1� f). (2.3)

This model is similar in some ways to the conceptual model created in Soden et al. (2008)
to examine cross-field correlations between clear-sky and cloud feedbacks.

To get a sense of what the inputs to Equation 2.3 look like, we plot annual- and zonal-mean f ,
Tct, OLRcs, and OLRas from ERA5 reanalysis in gray in Figure 2.4. We test the approximate
all-sky radiation from Equation 2.3 against OLRas directly output from ERA5 analysis, which
includes cloud opacities and comprehensive radiative transfer in its calculation. We find that
our model does an acceptable job in replicating the reanalysis (Figure 2.4d), although there
is a slight underestimate within the tropics and a slight overestimate outside the tropics.
Overall, the relative accuracy and physical transparency of our estimate gives us enough
confidence in this model to proceed.
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We now use Equation 2.3 to compute the longwave all-sky feedback, �as. We aim to assess the
order of magnitude impact of clouds on our findings, so we first assume high cloud tempera-
tures do not change appreciably with warming, consistent with the fixed anvil temperature
(FAT) hypothesis (Hartmann and Larson 2002b; Zelinka and Hartmann 2010) and how the
convective top in the column model is imposed to a fixed temperature. We assume a FAT
as opposed to a proportionally higher anvil temperature (PHAT) to explore a well-defined
limit of the high cloud altitude feedback. Although f can change with warming (Bony et al.
2016; Saint-Lu et al. 2020), the high cloud area feedback is quite uncertain (Sherwood et al.
2020; Wing et al. 2020), so for simplicity we assume f is constant with warming (though we
relax this assumption in the next chapter). Di↵erentiating Equation 2.3 with respect to Ts

yields:

�as = �cs(1� f). (2.4)

This equation makes it conceptually clear how clouds modify �cs: the longwave feedback over
clouds is 0. Since f is positive definite (Figure 2.4), �as  �cs, which is well demonstrated
in the in the zonal mean in Figure 2.5a. The all-sky feedback looks like a simple translation
downward of the clear-sky feedback, and there is still a significant (⇠50%) variation in �as

from the subtropics to the deep tropics. Our answer to Question 3 is then: Clouds have a
destabilizing influence on the longwave feedback. However, the structure of all-sky feedback
looks similar to clear-sky feedback, implying that the RH-dependence from clear-sky e↵ects
still dominates the meridional structure.

2.4 Discussion

Our work can be summarized as follows:

1. At high temperatures, variations in RH are su�cient to close the H2O window, driving
deviations in �cs from the typical value of 2.2 Wm�2K�1 (Figure 2.1).

2. Furnaces and radiator fins can be interpreted as tropical extrema in zonal-mean �cs as
a consequence of the RH-dependence (Figure 2.3). They should not be interpreted as
significant tropical extrema in zonal-mean OLRcs because tropical variations in OLRcs

are small compared to global variations in OLRcs (Figure 2.4c).

3. Cloud radiative e↵ects can be estimated with a simple equation to reconstruct the all-
sky OLR (Figure 2.4), which we then use to estimate the all-sky feedback. Clouds lower
the feedback relative to clear skies, but the RH-dependence of the feedback remains
significant (Figure 2.5).

Comparison to other work

We have demonstrated a reason for why a large contrast in �cs emerges in the tropics, but
our results for the zonal-mean feedback cannot be directly compared to most other studies
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Latitude

Figure 2.5: Incorporating clouds into the longwave feedback. Zonal-mean all-sky
feedback (�as, dashed-red) is diagnosed from zonal-mean clear-sky feedback (�cs, solid-black)
and zonal-mean cloud-top fraction f . See Equation 2.4 for details. Note the equal-area
scaling of the x-axis.

of regional feedback (e.g. Armour et al. (2013), Feldl and Roe (2013a), and Feldl and Roe
(2013b)). Our clear-sky feedback �cs is not equal to the sum of the Planck, lapse rate,
and water vapor feedbacks, because these feedbacks include “cloud climatological e↵ects”
(Yoshimori et al. 2020), i.e. these feedbacks are calculated in the presence of clouds from
the control simulation, which will a↵ect the magnitude of the Planck Feedback, for instance,
because clouds will still block a portion of the additional emission from imposed uniform
warming, and this blocking will be di↵erent whether the clouds are held at fixed pressure
or fixed temperature. Furthermore, our all-sky feedback �as is also not equal to this sum
of conventional feedbacks, because those feedbacks fix the cloud pressure, whereas we fix
the cloud temperature. These issues were discussed in detail by Yoshimori et al. (2020),
and our �as should be comparable to their T-FRAT feedback in which the RH and cloud
temperatures are fixed. Further work could explicitly explore such comparisons.

Our results can still be fruitfully compared to Zhang et al. (2020), who also analyzed the
zonal-mean �cs in GCMs, but without the assumptions that column RH is fixed with warm-
ing and that the atmosphere follows a moist adiabat. We both find a drop in �cs of ⇠1
Wm�2K�1 from the subtropics to the deep tropics. However, Zhang et al. (2020) suggested
that the drop in zonal mean �cs results from the RH-feedback due to local column RH
increases with surface warming. Column RH is fixed in our study and yet we still get a
significant tropical dip, although our �cs is o↵set by a constant ⇠0.5 Wm�2K�1 from their
results. This comparison suggests that climatological RH causes the tropical variations in
�cs, whereas the RH-feedback and deviations from a moist adiabat uniformly lowers �cs.
The importance of climatological RH is further supported by Bourdin et al. (2021), who also
finds that climatological RH influences climate sensitivity, even if the vertical distribution
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of RH remains unchanged with warming.

Analyzing feedbacks locally or globally can give opposing impressions to the radiative re-
sponse to warming. Local surface warming in the deep tropics yields a small, local OLR
increase (as measured by �cs and �as) but a large, global OLR increase (Dong et al. 2019).
The discrepancy between the weak, local and the strong, global radiative response from
warming the deep tropics arises from atmospheric temperature changes not associated with
a local Ts change, that is, the remote warming of the free troposphere (Ceppi and Gregory
2017; Mauritsen 2016). A local feedback analysis, by construction, cannot capture the ef-
fects of remote warming, which should be noted when comparing results across studies. The
relative contributions of local surface warming versus non-local free-tropospheric warming
to OLR change is relatively unexplored, so further study might alter our characterization of
the tropical radiative response if one contribution can be shown to dominate over the other.

Our new understanding of the state dependence of �cs gives context to previous results.
For example, Meraner et al. (2013) and Bloch-Johnson et al. (2021) attributed an increase
in equilibrium climate sensitivity to the decrease in �cs with warming. We expect these
variations in �cs to be enhanced in climates hotter than present-day Earth and conversely to
be suppressed in climates cooler than present-day Earth. Our particular calculation of the
�cs phase space assumed that the CO2 concentration is fixed at 340 ppmv, which neglects
the increasingly important role of CO2 in stabilizing the climate at high CO2 concentrations
(Seeley and Jeevanjee 2020). However, the strength in our approach of studying the joint
dependence of �cs on Ts and RH is its generality, for our approach can not only be applied
to our present-day climate, but to past climates like the Eocene, Pliocene, and Last Glacial
Maximum, and to future climates predicted from di↵erent climate change scenarios.
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2.6 Supporting Information

Cloud top identification

We identify zonal-mean cloud-top properties using zonal-mean profiles of cloud-fraction and
atmospheric temperature that are obtained from ERA5 reanalysis. We take hourly data sub-
sampled every 6 hours from January 1 - December 31, 1981 and compute annual averages.
Then, the cloud-top fraction f is the cloud fraction at which the cloud fraction profile is max-
imum. We use a 550 hPa cuto↵ to avoid misidentifying cloud-tops with low-level cloudiness.
The cloud-top temperature Tct, is the atmospheric temperature at which the cloud fraction

https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.bd0915c6
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Figure 2.6: Identifying zonal-mean cloud-top properties. a) We identify the zonal-
mean cloud-top fraction f by selecting the maximum of the zonal-mean cloud fraction profile
above a 550 hPa cuto↵. b) We identify the zonal-mean cloud-top temperature Tct as the
atmospheric temperature at which cloud fraction peaks. Data is shown for a select number
of latitude bands.

profile is maximum. We smooth Tct with a Savitzky-Golay filter of 10� width to account for
sharp jumps in Tct arising from the limited vertical resolution. This method of identifying
cloud-top properties is similar to the one used in Thompson et al. (2017). We use ERA5
hourly data from 1981, which can be obtained from https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.bd0915c6.
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Chapter 3

Anvil cloud feedbacks

This chapter is published as McKim, B. A., Bony, S., & Dufresne, J.L. (2024). Weak anvil
cloud area feedback suggested by physical and observational constraints. Nature Geoscience,
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41561-024-01414-4.
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3.1 Abstract

Changes in anvil clouds with warming remain a leading source of uncertainty in estimating
the Earth’s climate sensitivity. Here, we develop a feedback analysis that decomposes changes
in anvil clouds and creates testable hypotheses for refining their proposed uncertainty ranges
with observations and theory. To carry out this storyline approach, we derive a simple but
quantitative expression for the anvil area feedback, which is shown to depend on the present
day, measurable cloud radiative e↵ects and the fractional change in anvil area with warming.
Satellite observations suggest an anvil cloud radiative e↵ect of about ±1 Wm�2, which
requires the fractional change in anvil area to be about ±50% K�1 to produce a feedback
equal to the current best estimate of the anvil area feedback strength’s lower bound. We use
quantitative theory and observations to show that the change in anvil area is closer to about
�4% K�1. This constrains the area feedback and leads to our revised estimate of 0.02±0.07
Wm�2K�1 for the area feedback, which is many times weaker and more constrained than
the overall anvil cloud feedback. In comparison, we show the anvil cloud albedo feedback
to be much less constrained, both theoretically and observationally, which poses an obstacle
for bounding the Earth’s climate sensitivity.

3.2 Introduction

Global warming depends on Earth’s sensitivity to increased CO2, but this sensitivity is
tied to how clouds “feedback” on global warming (Ceppi and Nowack 2021). While recent
progress has been made in constraining low cloud feedbacks (Myers et al. 2021; Vogel et al.
2022), anvil cloud feedbacks are still leading sources of uncertainty in quantifying climate
sensitivity (Forster et al. 2021; Sherwood et al. 2020) despite decades of study (Hartmann
2016; Hartmann and Michelsen 2002; Lindzen et al. 2001; Mauritsen and Stevens 2015;
Pierrehumbert 1995; Ramanathan and Collins 1991; Yoshimori et al. 2020). The question
thus remains: How do anvil clouds respond to and a↵ect warming?

Changes in anvils were once thought to produce a strong negative climate feedback by acting
as a solar thermostat (Ramanathan and Collins 1991), but the observations that led to this
conclusion are no longer considered evidence of such an e↵ect (Pierrehumbert 1995). Then
anvils were thought to act as an infrared iris (Lindzen et al. 2001). Criticisms of this study’s
methodology followed (Fu et al. 2002; Hartmann and Michelsen 2002; Lin et al. 2002), but
recent comprehensive assessments still cannot rule out a modest anvil cloud feedback (Forster
et al. 2021; Sherwood et al. 2020).

These assessments refer to an anvil cloud area (or amount) feedback, but it should be more
precisely referred to as the altitude-corrected anvil cloud feedback (hereafter the anvil cloud
feedback) since it results from changes in area and optical depth, but not changes in alti-
tude which are considered in a separate feedback (Zelinka et al. 2022). Such decompositions
are arbitrary because climate is unchanged by how it is analyzed, but the choice is impor-
tant because it can simplify interpretations of uncertainty (Held and Shell 2012). Further
decomposition may help constrain the anvil cloud feedback by answering which individual
feedback—area or optical depth—truly embodies the uncertainty that obscures estimates of
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climate sensitivity.

Anvil cloud area is controlled in part by unconstrained microphysics (Beydoun et al. 2021;
Gasparini et al. 2019; Jeevanjee 2022), but also by robust thermodynamic principles (Bony
et al. 2016; Zelinka and Hartmann 2010) which predict a decrease in anvil area with warm-
ing as atmospheric static stability increases (Bony et al. 2016). This is consistent with
observed variability (Ito and Masunaga 2022; Saint-Lu et al. 2020, 2022) and most simula-
tions (Stau↵er and Wing 2022). The resulting area feedback might be small because anvils
are radiatively neutral (Ceppi et al. 2017; Hartmann 2016; Pierrehumbert 1995). But how
neutral must anvil clouds be for the area feedback to be insignificant? What if their radiative
e↵ect changes with warming? Or if more of the Earth is then exposed to the radiative e↵ects
of underlying low clouds? These questions limit our ability to constrain the anvil cloud area
feebdack.

Less is known about how cloud optical depth changes with warming (Lutsko et al. 2023), but
it will manifest in optical properties such as anvil cloud albedo. Changes in albedo might
produce an even stronger feedback than changes in area because anvils have a much stronger
e↵ect in the shortwave than in the net (Hartmann 2016). But how much does cloud albedo
change with warming? And by how much must it change to produce a substantial feedback?
These questions call for more quantitative answers before we can conclude which feedback
is more uncertain.

We need a physically-motivated decomposition that addresses confounding factors such as
cloud overlap and distinguishes feedbacks from changes in anvil area and albedo. Since
models must contend with representing unconstrained microphysics (Beydoun et al. 2021;
Gasparini et al. 2019; Jeevanjee 2022), we primarily use observations. This rules out using
purely model-based cloud feedback decompositions (Li et al. 2019; Zelinka et al. 2012). Cloud
controlling factor analysis, an observational-based method mostly used for constraining low
cloud feedbacks (Klein et al. 2017), requires further study before being suitable for confidently
constraining anvil cloud feedbacks. The connection between anvil clouds and their cloud
controlling factors are not as well understood as for low clouds.

Here, we derive an analytical cloud feedback decomposition based on the essential physics
of cloud radiative e↵ects. When it is combined with cloud observations, we can identify,
understand, and constrain cloud feedbacks transparently. We adopt a storyline approach
(Stevens et al. 2016) where we examine the driving factors that control a cloud feedback and
judge the plausibility of these factors to produce a particular feedback value by comparing
to observations and theory derived from process understanding. This approach shows which
feedback is constrained and which obscures estimates of climate sensitivity.

3.3 Methods

For readers who want to quickly proceed to the main results of this chapter, they may skip
this section and refer to it as necessary. Otherwise, we now proceed into the conceptual
derivations that form the basis of this chapter, as well as the methodology.
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Conceptualizing cloud radiative e↵ects

We start with an idealized model of cloud radiative e↵ects at the top of the atmosphere
(TOA). Although tropical cloudiness is expected to be trimodal (Johnson et al. 1999), for
simplicity we will consider a domain containing two cloud types: high clouds (h) and low
clouds (`). (Many assessments of cloud feedbacks also use this bi-modal decomposition
(Sherwood et al. 2020).) Each type has an emission temperature Th, T`; an optically thick
cloud fraction fh, f`; and an albedo ↵h,↵` (Figure 3.1). Mid-level clouds will be considered
in our error analysis.

The TOA energy balance is N = S � R, where S is the absorbed shortwave radiation and
R is the outgoing longwave radiation. The cloud radiative e↵ect C is the di↵erence in N
between all-sky and clear-sky (cs) conditions, C = N �Ncs (Coakley and Baldwin 1984). C
can be decomposed into longwave and shortwave components: C = Csw + C lw.

In the longwave component, clear-sky regions with a surface temperature Ts will emit to
space with an outgoing longwave radiation of RTs

cs , but a portion will be blocked by clouds.
Longwave emissivity will not be considered because most clouds have an emissivity close
to one (Fu and Liou 1993). Assuming random overlap between high clouds and low clouds
(Oreopoulos et al. 2022), the domain-averaged clear-sky contribution is RTs

cs (1� fh)(1� f`).
Low clouds are so close to the surface that we treat their emission to space like clear-sky
surface emission but at T`. Their domain-averaged contribution is RT`

cs f`(1 � fh). Since
RTs

cs is an approximately linear function of temperature (Koll and Cronin 2018), RT`
cs ⇡

RTs
cs + �cs(Ts � T`), where �cs ⌘ �dRcs/dTs ⇡ �2 Wm�2K�1 is a representative value for the

longwave clear sky feedback (McKim et al. 2021). We assume that high clouds are so high
that they emit directly to space (Siebesma et al. 2020) with a value �T 4

hfh. Summing these
contributions, the domain-averaged outgoing longwave radiation is

R = RTs
cs (1� fh) + �T 4

hfh + �cs(Ts � T`)(1� fh)f`, (3.1)

and the longwave cloud radiative e↵ect �(R�Rcs) is

C lw = RTs
cs fh � �T 4

hfh � �cs(Ts � T`)(1� fh)f`. (3.2)

In the shortwave component, there is an incoming solar radiation S#, and we assume that
there is no absorption except at the surface. High clouds reflect a portion ↵hfh back to
space. The transmitted radiation then hits low clouds which reflect a portion ↵`f` back to
space (ignoring secondary reflections with the anvils above). The transmitted radiation then
hits the surface which reflects a portion ↵s back out to space and absorbs the rest. Summing
these contributions, the domain-averaged absorbed shortwave radiation at TOA is

S = S#(1� ↵hfh)(1� ↵`f`)(1� ↵s). (3.3)

The TOA absorbed shortwave in clear-skies is Scs = S#(1 � ↵s), so the shortwave cloud
radiative e↵ect (S � Scs) is:
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Csw = Scs

�
� ↵hfh � ↵`f` + ↵h↵`fhf`

�
. (3.4)

It will prove helpful to separate the contribution of isolated high clouds and isolated low
clouds to the net cloud radiative C. Setting f` = 0 yields the isolated high cloud radiative
e↵ect:

Ch =
�
� Scs↵h +RTs

cs � �T 4
h

�
fh. (3.5)

Setting fh = 0 yields the isolated low cloud radiative e↵ect:

C` =
�
� Scs↵` � �cs(Ts � T`)

�
f`. (3.6)

The total cloud radiative e↵ect C in terms of each cloud is:

C = Ch + C` +m`h, (3.7)

where

m`h =
�
Scs↵`↵h + �cs(Ts � T`)

�
f`fh, (3.8)

represents the cloud overlap masking e↵ect. Note that Ch / fh, C` / f`, and m`h / f`fh.

Feedback decomposition

We will now derive various cloud feedbacks from these equations and assume a fixed relative
humidity. The lapse rate feedback has been shown to be small when using this reference
response (Held and Shell 2012; Zelinka et al. 2020), so it will be ignored here.
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� ⌘
dN

dTs

=
Scs

dTs
�

dRTs
cs

dTs
+

dC

dTs

= �cs(1� fh)

+ (RTs
cs � �T 4

h + �cs(Ts � T`)f` � Scs↵h + Scs↵h↵`f`)
dfh
dTs

+ (��cs(Ts � T`)(1� fh)� Scs↵` + Scs↵hfh↵`)
df`
dTs

+�4�T 3
hfh

dTh

dTs

+��cs(1� fh)f`
d(Ts � T`)

dTs

+ (�Scsfh + Scsfh↵`f`)
d↵h

dTs

+ (�Scsf` + Scs↵hfhf`)
d↵`

dTs

� S#(1� ↵hfh)(1� ↵`f`)
d↵s

dTs

� (Ts � T`)(1� fh)f`
d�cs

dTs
.

(3.9)

Recognizing that many of these terms can be rewritten as cloud radiative e↵ects, we get:

� = �cs(1� fh)

+
⇣
Ch +m`h

⌘d ln fh
dTs

+
⇣
C` +m`h

⌘d ln f`
dTs

� 4�T 3
hfh

dTh

dTs

� �cs(1� fh)f`
d(Ts � T`)

dTs

+
⇣
Csw

h +msw
`h

⌘d ln↵h

dTs

+
⇣
Csw

` +msw
`h

⌘d ln↵`

dTs

+ Cs
d ln↵s

dTs
,

(3.10)
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where we have assumed that d�cs/dTs is negligible, and Cs = �S#(1 � ↵hfh)(1 � ↵`)↵s is
the surface albedo radiative e↵ect, which is equivalent to the “cryosphere radiative forcing”
(Flanner et al. 2011).

Now we name and then describe each term:

� = �0 + �area
h + �area

` + �temp
h + �temp

` + �albedo
h + �albedo

` + �albedo
s (3.11)

�0 is the anvil cloud-masked longwave clear-sky feedback. It is our null hypothesis for
the climate response to warming because it assumes fixed relative humidity; fixed anvil
temperature, area, and albedo; fixed low cloud temperature di↵erence, area, and albedo;
and fixed surface albedo. �area

h and �area
` are the feedbacks from a changing anvil cloud and

low cloud area, respectively. �temp
h is the feedback from a changing anvil cloud temperature.

�temp
` is the feedback from a changing temperature di↵erence between low clouds and the

surface. �albedo
h , �albedo

` , and �albedo
s are the feedbacks from a changing albedo of anvil clouds,

low clouds, and surface, respectively. We omit the surface albedo feedback from Equation
3.16 because we are interested in tropical climate.

For simplicity, we have assumed that cloud emissivities of high clouds and low clouds ("h, "`)
are equal to one (Fu and Liou 1993). However, if we relax this assumption for completeness,
one can show this leads to a high- and low-cloud emissivity feedback with the following form:

�emissivity
h =

⇣
C lw

h +mlw
`h

⌘d ln "h
dTs

,

�emissivity
` =

⇣
C lw

` +mlw
`h

⌘d ln "`
dTs

,
(3.12)

which closely resemble the form of the cloud albedo feedback. Some of the other feedbacks
will have small modifications, but they are unimportant here.

Climatology

We combine monthly-mean satellite observations, surface temperature measurements, and
reanalysis and re-grid all datasets onto a common 2� latitude ⇥ 2.5� longitude grid over
the tropical belt (30�N�30�S) from June 2006 to December 2016. Although anvil clouds
populate the globe (Thompson et al. 2017), it is less clear how extratropical anvils change
with warming. Most cloud feedback assessments only consider tropical anvil clouds, so we
will follow this convention.

From the CALIPSO lidar satellite dataset (Winker et al. 2010), we obtain vertical profiles
of cloud fraction for optical depths between 0.3  ⌧  5. This range excludes both deep
convective cores and optically thin cirrus unconnected to deep convection (Saint-Lu et al.
2020). We then vertically smooth the native vertical 60 m resolution profiles with a 480 m
running mean. For anvil detection, we consider ice cloud data above 8 km. For shallower
clouds, we consider the sum of ice and liquid cloud fraction data below 8 km. The diagnosed
cloud fractions are the absolute maximum of the profile in their respective domains, but if
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the identified maximum does not exceed a cuto↵ (fcut = 0.03), then that region is considered
to be clear-sky (f = 0). This algorithm is applied to every grid point and then tropically-
averaged. Our approach thus far resembles Saint-Lu et al. (2020), just extended to include
low clouds.

To match the inferred cloud radiative e↵ects with the observed, we consider an e↵ective cloud
fraction fh = n ·Max(f(z)) for high clouds, where n is a single tuned parameter to account
for collapsing the high cloud profile into one level. This accounting is more important for
high clouds, as their profile’s full width-half maximum is ⇡ 5 km (Figure 3.5), whereas
low clouds are already localized with a full width-half maximum of ⇡ 1 km (Figure ]reffig:
profiles). While n could be more rigorously derived from detailed considerations of cloud
overlap (Oreopoulos et al. 2022), we opt to determine n by fitting the predicted tropical-
and time-averaged longwave cloud radiative e↵ect C lw to its observed counterpart C lw

obs from
CERES (see Cloud fraction subsection of section 3.3). Doing so yields a spatially and
temporally constant value of n = 1.7. This value lies between that from assuming maximum
overlap between each layer of the anvil cloud, which yields n = 1 and random overlap, which
yields n ⇡ 5.

The height of the diagnosed maximum cloud fraction is then used to diagnose the cloud
temperatures Th, T` at each space and time by selecting the corresponding atmospheric tem-
perature in ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al. 2020). We use the HadCRUT5 dataset (Morice
et al. 2021) to diagnose the surface temperature Ts.

We use monthly mean TOA radiative fluxes, both clear-sky and all-sky, from the CERES
satellite EBAF Ed4.1 product (Loeb et al. 2018, 2020). We diagnose the surface albedo ↵s

as the ratio of upwelling clear-sky shortwave radiation S"
cs to incoming shortwave radiation

S#. However, because shortwave absorption and scattering occurs in the real atmosphere,
our surface albedo is more accurately characterized as the planetary clear-sky albedo (Chen
and Ohring 1984). We diagnose the cloud albedos by assuming that they are constant in
space, and by fitting the predicted tropical- and time-averaged shortwave cloud radiative ef-
fect Csw to its observed counterpart Csw

obs from CERES. With two unknowns (↵h and ↵`), we
must provide two constraints. We do this by splitting the tropics into two distinct dynam-
ical regimes based on threshold of 500 hPa midtropospheric velocity !500 = 25 hPa day�1

obtained from monthly ERA5 reanalysis data. These regions are treated as independent so
that they provide two constraints. The regime-averaged shortwave radiative e↵ect is then
fitted to its observed counterpart by using the fsolve function from the scipy.optimize
python module. (The precise threshold of 25 hPa day�1 was chosen because it resulted in
the smallest root mean square error between Csw and Csw

obs.)

Cloud fraction

We use the CALIPSO Lidar Satellite CAL LID L3 Cloud Occurence-Standard-V1-00 data
product (NASA/LARC/SD/ASDC 2018), the same dataset used in Saint-Lu et al. (2020).
While the high cloud fraction could simply be diagnosed as the maximum cloud fraction of
the profile (i.e. fh = Max(f(z))), the calculated longwave cloud radiative e↵ect C lw will not
match with observations. To rectify this, we will consider using a single tuning parameter,
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n. That is, we have an e↵ective cloud fraction fh = n · Max(f(z)) which accounts for
representing a cloud profile with a single level.

We first demand that n be constant with space and time to ensure that areal changes (changes
in fh) are not artificially convolved with vertical changes which relate to optical depth and
albedo (↵). This decision projects the spatio-temporal variability in the vertical extent of
anvils more onto ↵ than fh.

We then fit the predicted tropically- and temporally-averaged longwave radiative e↵ect C lw

to its observed counterpart C lw
obs from CERES. Given these constraints, and the inputs to

Equation 3.2, n can be solved for as

n =
hC lw

obs + �cs(Ts � T`)f`i

hRcsmax(f(z))� �T 4
hmax(f(z)) + �cs(Ts � T`)f`max(f(z))i

, (3.13)

where h·i denotes a tropical- and temporal-average.

When plotting the scatter of ln fh against Ts in Figure 3.4, grid cells with fh = 0 are excluded
to avoid logarithmic divergences.

Uncertainty analysis for area feedback

Uncertainty in our estimates of d ln fh/dTs and Ch + m`h translate to uncertainty in �area
h .

As stated in the main text, we estimate d ln fh/dTs = �4 ± 2 % K�1. For the anvil cloud
radiative e↵ect, we found Ch+m`h = �1.5 Wm�2. However, other observational studies have
found it to be �4 Wm�2 (Hartmann and Berry 2017), 0.6 Wm�2 (Gasparini et al. 2019),
and 2 Wm�2 (L’Ecuyer et al. 2019). These di↵erences are probably due to methodological
di↵erences and the fact that anvil clouds have no precise definition. Furthermore, CERES
TOA monthly fluxes have a stated uncertainty of 2.5 Wm�2 (Loeb et al. 2018).

Another source of error comes from neglecting mid-level clouds, a fairly common cloud
type (Johnson et al. 1999), as their own identities. Let’s assume that emission from mid
level congestus clouds (c) experience a clear-sky greenhouse e↵ect. By symmetry with low
clouds, they should contribute an additional cloud overlap masking term that appears in our
expression for �area: mch = (Scs↵c↵h + �cs(Ts � Tc))fcfh. Assuming that fc = 0.1, fh = 0.17,
↵c = ↵h = 0.45, Tc = 250 K, Ts = 298 K, Scs = 347 Wm�2, �cs = �2 Wm�1K�1 yields
mch ⇡ �0.5 Wm�2.

We therefore estimate Ch +m`h = �1 ± 3 Wm�2. This results in our best estimate of the
anvil cloud area feedback:

h�area
h i = 1/2 · (�4± 2 % K�1) · (�1± 3 Wm�2)

= 0.02± 0.07 Wm�2K�1.
(3.14)
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3.4 Conceptualizing cloud radiative e↵ects

Clouds are complex, but for simplicity we divide them into two types: high (h) and low
(`), and subsume their properties into a few parameters obtainable from observations and
reanalysis (Table 3.1). They include area fractions fh, f`, emission temperatures Th, T`,
and albedos ↵h,↵`. Longwave emissivities are not considered because most clouds have an
emissivity close to one (Fu and Liou 1993). Clear-sky radiation is distilled to the incoming
solar radiation S#, surface albedo ↵s, and outgoing longwave radiation for a given surface
temperature RTs

cs . Neglecting atmospheric absorption will bias the surface and cloud albedos
to be higher, but this permits the derivation of analytical expressions for cloud radiative
e↵ects from high clouds and low clouds Ch, C`; cloud overlap e↵ects m`h; and the TOA
energy balance N . See Figure 3.1 for an illustration and Section 3.12 for the derivation.

3.5 Analytic feedbacks and the storyline approach

Feedbacks are computed by di↵erentiating Earth’s TOA energy balance (Equation 3.3 minus
Equation 3.1, see section 3.3) with respect to the surface temperature Ts (Siebesma et al.
2020). To start, we have:

� ⌘
dN

dTs
=

dNcs

dTs
+

dC

dTs
, (3.15)

where Ncs is the clear-sky TOA energy balance and C = Ch + C` + m`h is the net cloud
radiative e↵ect from all clouds. Plugging in the expressions for C (Equation 3.2 and 3.4, see
section 3.3), we arrive at an equation for tropical climate feedbacks:

� = �0 +
X

i=h,`

⇣
�area
i + �temp

i + �albedo
i

⌘
, (3.16)

where �0 is the reference response assuming a fixed anvil temperature and fixed relative hu-
midity (McKim et al. 2021; Yoshimori et al. 2020); and �area

i , �temp
i , �albedo

i are the feedbacks
from changes in cloud area, cloud temperature, and cloud albedo. See section 3.3 for the
derivation.

These analytic expressions serve our storyline approach by transparently and quantitatively
relating changes in cloud properties to their radiative feedbacks. A more formal Bayesian
framework of hypothesis testing (used in Sherwood et al. (2020) and Stevens et al. (2016) to
constrain climate sensitivity by reconciling diverse lines of evidence) will not be necessary
here because we only consider a process perspective on anvil changes.

The anvil cloud area feedback, �area
h , comes from collecting terms from Equation 3.15 (see

Equation 3.10 for fully expanded form) that involve changes in anvil area dfh/dTs:

�area
h =

d ln fh
dTs

⇣
Ch +m`h

⌘
. (3.17)
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Figure 3.1: Conceptualizing cloud radiative e↵ects. We idealize the vertical cloud pro-
file into two distinct layers that represent anvil clouds and low clouds with random overlap,
a reasonable assumption for clouds separated by more (Oreopoulos et al. 2022). Equations
indicate the domain-averaged contribution of high clouds, low clouds, and the surface to
TOA energy balance. Their sum in the longwave and shortwave is given by Equation 3.1
and 3.3, respectively. See Table 3.1 for symbol meanings and values.
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This physically-based derivation shows that �area
h depends on the fractional change in anvil

area with warming d ln fh/dTs and the sum of the present day anvil cloud radiative e↵ect
Ch and cloud overlap e↵ect m`h. This aids our storyline approach in two ways. Fractional
changes in cloud area are easier to interpret and bound than absolute changes. And though
we computed the change in cloud radiative e↵ect with warming, our derivation reveals the
area feedback does not depend on the change in radiative e↵ect, but its present-day value.

This means it can be quantified and used to constrain the feedback—the smaller Ch+m`h is,
the larger d ln fh/dTs has to be to produce a given �area

h bound. We can probe the plausibility
of a given bound by quantifying the observed anvil cloud radiative e↵ect, calculating the
change in anvil area required to produce the bound, and then comparing the required change
in anvil area to the amount expected from theory, simulations, and observations. If the
expected change in anvil area is much smaller than the required change, then that bound
can be refined.

3.6 Climatology

Bounding the area feedback requires quantifying the tropically averaged anvil cloud radiative
e↵ect and cloud overlap e↵ect (Ch + m`h). These quantities are not directly observed and
must be inferred from our simple model of cloud radiative e↵ects.

We do this by inputting observations of cloud fraction from CALIPSO (Winker et al. 2010),
clear-sky radiation from CERES (Loeb et al. 2018), surface temperature from HadCRUT5
(Morice et al. 2021), and atmospheric temperature from ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al.
2020) into our expression for the net cloud radiative e↵ect (Equations 3.2 and 3.4), see
section 3.3. Similar to Saint-Lu et al. (2020), fh and f` are identified as the maximum of the
observed cloud fraction profile above and below 8 km, respectively, and for an optical depth
range between 0.3 and 5. This excludes the thickest and thinnest portion of anvil clouds,
but the relationship between cloud area and surface warming is robust to the optical depth
range considered (Saint-Lu et al. 2020). Th and T` are the atmospheric temperature at the
height of fh and f`.

We ensure goodness of fit between the inferred and observed cloud radiative e↵ects by adding
a single scaling factor n to the anvil cloud fraction, which accounts for collapsing the anvil
cloud fraction profile into a single level (Section 3.3 and Figure 3.5). We treat n as a constant
because spatio-temporal variations in the vertical profile of anvil clouds a↵ect the optical
depth and hence ↵h and ↵`, which already capture this variability as they are allowed to vary
from year-to-year. In summary, n, ↵h, and ↵` are tuneable parameters to ensure consistency
with observations at TOA (see section 3.3 for further details).

We test our idealizations by comparing the observed net, shortwave, and longwave cloud
radiative e↵ects (Cobs, Csw

obs, C
lw
obs) with their counterparts from the simple model (Figure 3.2),

which take the spatial fields of cloud fraction, temperature, albedo, and clear-sky radiation as
inputs. Our model can reproduce spatial patterns of longwave and shortwave cloud radiative
e↵ects, although there are small deviations throughout the tropics: an underestimate of C
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Figure 3.2: Observed net, shortwave, and longwave cloud radiative e↵ects (C, Csw,
C lw) from CERES compared to their inferred counterparts. Tropical mean values
are shown in the upper left of each panel. The West Pacific Warm Pool and East Pacific
regions are boxed in (a). The colorbar is the same for all plots.

in the south east of China and an overestimate of C in the eastern Pacific, next to South
America (Figure 3.2c). Given the overall close agreement, we consider our model fit for
evaluating the tropical anvil cloud area feedback.

The climatological values of tropical quantities used in our calculations are summarized in
Table 3.1 and the cloud properties of interest are plotted in Figure 3.3. fh is maximum in
the West Pacific Warm Pool and f` is maximum along the East Pacific. Decomposing C
into its contributions from di↵erent layers reveals that the net C is dominated by C`. By
comparison, the overlap e↵ect m`h is much smaller and varies less. The same is true for
the high cloud radiative e↵ect Ch, which exhibits strong cancellation between its shortwave
and longwave components not just in the warm pool (Hartmann and Berry 2017; Ito and
Masunaga 2022; Kiehl 1994), but across the tropics.

3.7 Constraining the anvil cloud area feedback

We can now constrain the tropical anvil cloud area feedback. To scale our estimate of �area
h

to the global average, we multiply by the area ratio of the tropics and the globe, 1/2.

h�area
h i =

1

2

d ln fh
dTs

⇣
Ch +m`h

⌘
. (3.18)

The plausible lower bound of h�area
h i > �0.4 Wm�2K�1 comes from assuming the anvil cloud

feedback in Sherwood et al. (2020) is due to area changes alone. This bound allows the pos-
sibility of an overall negative cloud feedback, a necessary ingredient for a climate sensitivity
below 1.5 K (Stevens et al. 2016). Our inferred value tropical mean value of Ch+m`h ⇡ �1.5
Wm�2 implies that d ln fh/dTs must be ⇡ 50% K�1 to achieve this bound. Following our
storyline approach, we assess how plausible these cloud changes are by comparing them to
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Figure 3.3: Climatological values of tropical quantities. E↵ective anvil cloud fraction
(a) and low cloud fraction from CALIPSO (b). The West Pacific Warm Pool and East Pacific
regions are boxed to indicate regions of maximum anvil and low cloud coverage, respectively.
(c–h) Inferred cloud radiative e↵ects from Equations 3.5, 3.6, 3.8. Tropical mean values and
standard deviations are shown in the upper left of each panel. Refer to Figure 3.6 to see m`h

and Ch plotted with a finer color scale.
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the changes expected from theory (Bony et al. 2016) and observed interranual variability
(Saint-Lu et al. 2020).

The stability iris hypothesis (Bony et al. 2016) states that anvil cloud fraction fh is propor-
tional to detrainment from deep convection. Owing to mass conservation, this detrainment
is equal to the clear-sky convergence, @p!, where ! is the subsidence vertical velocity [hPa
day�1]. If we make the ansatz that @p! is proportional to ! at the level of detrainment
(h), then the fractional change in anvil area is equal to the fractional change in subsidence
velocity at the anvil level:

d ln fh
dTs

=
d ln!h

dTs
. (3.19)

This ansatz can be justified by geometrical considerations: if the convective top height (where
! = 0 by definition) is fixed, and if the height of detrainment is fixed, then increasing ! at
the level of detrainment should necessarily increase the average @p! beginning from the level
of detrainment and ending at the convective top.

The subsidence velocity can be written as the quotient of the clear-sky radiative flux diver-
gence in temperature coordinates (�@TF ) and the di↵erence between actual and dry lapse
rates (Jeevanjee 2022):

! =
�@TF

1/�� 1/�d
. (3.20)

Given that @TF does not vary with surface temperature (Jeevanjee and Romps 2018), if we
further assume that �h, the lapse rate at the anvil level, is moist adiabatic, then the change
in cloud area can be computed with a few representative numbers. Assuming the surface
warms from Ts = 298 K to 299 K and the anvil cloud warms from Th = 221 K to anywhere
between 221 and 221.4 K (a typical range of anvil warming (Wing et al. 2020), which a↵ects
the static stability the anvil finds itself in (Bony et al. 2016)), then we expect that anvils
change in area at about

d ln fh
dTs

= �
d ln(1/�h � 1/�d)

dTs
(stability iris)

⇡ �1 to� 4% K�1,
(3.21)

depending on anvil warming. Despite the simplifications, the result is similar to the mean
and standard deviation of large-domain models in RCEMIP (�2±5% K�1 for cloud resolving
models, �2± 4% K�1 for all models, Table S5 of Wing et al. (2020)).

Now turning to ENSO-driven interannual variability, we compute annual averages of ln fh
and Ts (tropical mean surface temperature) from July to June, similar to Saint-Lu et al.
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(2020) (who uses the same dataset as we do) and plot their scatter in Figure 3.4. The line
of best fit for this relation gives

d ln fh
dTs

⇡ �7 to � 11% K�1. (interannual variability) (3.22)

This change is larger than our simple estimate and from RCEMIP; it is also larger than
the change of �5% K�1 inferred from interannual variability in AMIP runs with the IPSL,
MPI, and NCAR models (see Figure S3 of Bony et al. (2016)). However, since all of these
estimates of anvil cloud changes are still much smaller than what is required to achieve the
lower bound of h�area

h i = �0.4 Wm�2K�1, the bounds of the area feedback can be refined.

Care should be taken when inferring the long term anvil cloud area change from present
day observations. Anvil area is better correlated with upper tropospheric stability than sur-
face temperature (Saint-Lu et al. 2020, 2022), and surface- and upper-tropospheric warming
(and thus changes in stability) do not always go hand-in-hand on interannual timescales
(Fueglistaler 2019; Saint-Lu et al. 2022). ENSO-driven variability is associated with reorga-
nization of deep convection (Deser and Wallace 1990), which may further alter anvil area’s
sensitivity to surface temperature. Anvil clouds are about half as sensitive to surface tem-
perature for long term warming as compared to interannual variability in the IPSL general
circulation model (Saint-Lu et al. 2022), the only model where such analysis has been done.

Given the evidence from theory (Equation 3.21), observations (Equation 3.22), and simu-
lations (Bony et al. 2016; Hartmann and Larson 2002b; Saint-Lu et al. 2022; Stau↵er and
Wing 2022), we estimate that anvil cloud area changes at about

d ln fh
dTs

= �4 ± 2 % K�1. (best estimate) (3.23)

We found Ch +m`h = �1.5 Wm�2, but other studies have estimated �4 Wm�2 (Hartmann
and Berry 2017), 0.6 Wm�2 (Gasparini et al. 2019), and 2 Wm�2 (L’Ecuyer et al. 2019).
This is probably due to methodological di↵erences and because anvil clouds have no precise
definition. CERES TOA fluxes have their own small uncertainties (Loeb et al. 2018) and
considering mid-level clouds as distinct entities from low clouds adds an additional uncer-
tainty of 0.5 Wm�2 (see section 3.3). Therefore, we estimate the anvil cloud radiative e↵ect
and cloud overlap e↵ect to be,

Ch +m`h = �1± 3 Wm�2. (best estimate) (3.24)

Using these best estimates in Equation 3.18, we get our best estimate of the anvil area
feedback to within one standard deviation:

h�area
h i = 0.02 ± 0.07 Wm�2K�1. (best estimate) (3.25)
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Figure 3.4: Interannual changes in tropical mean anvil cloud area (a) and anvil
cloud albedo (b) as a function of surface temperature. Each point represents one
year from 2006–2016. In each subplot, the slope, correlation of the best fit line and its
standard error are shown. Standard error in the slope due to limited sampling is indicated
by shading. In (b), the regression is calculated excluding the 2015–2016 El Niño. See Figure
3.8 for regression calculated including the El Niño and the regression calculated for low cloud
albedo.

Overlap e↵ects with low-level clouds are accounted for (m`h = 0.5 Wm�2): they dampen
the anvil cloud area feedback by about 25%. Our estimate for the anvil cloud area feedback
is positive but ten times smaller in magnitude and three times more constrained than the
WCRP estimate of �0.2 ± 0.2 Wm�2K�1 for the anvil cloud feedback (Sherwood et al. 2020).
We deem the area feedback is now well constrained because its uncertainty is comparable
to other assessed cloud feedbacks (Forster et al. 2021; Sherwood et al. 2020). Our results
provide a rigorous basis to qualitative arguments for a small area feedback (Ceppi et al.
2017; Hartmann 2016; Pierrehumbert 1995). What about the anvil cloud albedo feedback?

3.8 Uncertainty in the anvil cloud albedo feedback

A significant feedback could be produced without any change in anvil area (Hartmann 2016;
Li et al. 2019). To see why, consider the anvil cloud albedo feedback,

�albedo
h =

1

2

d ln↵h

dTs

⇣
Csw

h +msw
`h

⌘
. (3.26)

It follows a similar form to the area feedback but depends on the fractional change in cloud
albedo with warming d ln↵h/dTs, the shortwave anvil cloud radiative e↵ect Csw

h , and the
shortwave cloud overlap e↵ect msw

`h (see section 3.3 for derivation).

Given that Csw
h +msw

`h ⇡ �25 Wm�2 (Table 3.1), producing �albedo
h = �0.2 Wm�2K�1 requires

a fractional change in cloud albedo of only 1 to 2% K�1. How plausible is such a change?
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Computing the anvil cloud albedos for each year (see section 3.3), we find d ln↵h/dTs ⇡ 6 to
16 % K�1, with significant increases during the 2015–2016 El Niño (Figure 3.4b) for reasons
that are unclear—anvil height and temperature are not as sensitive to El Niño (Figure 3.7);
and changes in low cloud albedo are more ambiguous than anvil cloud albedo (Figure 3.8).
Such a change implies �albedo

h ⇡ 1/2 · 10% K�1
· �25 Wm�2

⇠ O(�1) Wm�2K�1, a large
negative feedback, but this should be interpreted carefully.

First, our diagnosed values of cloud albedo may be biased by ignoring clear-sky atmospheric
absorption, assuming a spatially uniform cloud albedo, excluding the thickest (⌧ > 5) and
thinnest (⌧ < 0.3 ) portions of anvil clouds, and assuming a cloud emissivity of 1. We have
shown an increase in anvil cloud albedo with warming, whereas another observational study
showed anvil cloud thinning with warming and thus a decrease in cloud albedo (Kubar and
Jiang 2019). Yet another observational study showed ice water path, a proxy for optical
depth, to be non-monotonic with sea surface temperatures (Igel et al. 2014).

Second, there is no guarantee that long term warming will follow interannual warming.

Third, there is no compelling, quantitative understanding of cloud condensate or albedo
changes. The cloud albedo response in simulations warrant caution because of large inter-
model spreads in climatology of cloud condensate and cloud radiative e↵ects (Wing et al.
2020). A precise answer may depend on disentangling the uncertain response of precipitation
e�ciency with warming (Ito and Masunaga 2022; Lutsko et al. 2023).

Fourth, if anvil cloud optical depth is increasing, then longwave emissivity "h will increase
too and produce a countervailing positive longwave feedback,

�emissivity
h =

1

2

d ln "h
dTs

⇣
C lw

h +mlw
`h

⌘
, (3.27)

but with an uncertain magnitude (see section 3.3 for further discussion). The net result of
these competing components of the optical depth feedback are unclear, though they might
account for the negative anvil cloud feedback found in the observation study Williams and
Pierrehumbert (2017) that forms the basis of estimates in comprehensive assessments (Forster
et al. 2021; Sherwood et al. 2020).

Given the lack of understanding of albedo changes, conflicting observational evidence, and a
potentially countervailing longwave anvil emissivity feedback, we conclude the magnitude and
uncertainty of the anvil cloud feedback in these previous assessments is primarily embodied
by optical depth changes. Convective aggregation may also contribute some uncertainty if
it changes anvil optical depth (Bony et al. 2020).

3.9 Implications of uncertainty

A rigorous assessment of the anvil cloud area feedback was lacking because the confounding
factors of cloud overlap and a changing cloud radiative e↵ect on the feedback could not be
accounted for. We leveraged the arbitrary nature of feedback decompositions to derive a
physically-based decomposition that could address these challenges. With it, we constrained
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the bounds on the anvil cloud area feedback by creating a physical storyline for its prior
bounds and then refuting that storyline with observations and theory.

Much attention has been devoted to changes in anvil cloud area, but optical depth changes
are now the most uncertain aspect of the anvil cloud response to warming. Focusing on
them will promise enhanced returns for constraining climate sensitivity, but doing so with
observations alone will be hard because detecting fractional change in cloud albedo at the
precision of 1% K�1 nears the limit of active sensor global cloud observing systems (Kotarba
and Solecki 2021).

Constraining these feedbacks will require a mechanistic understanding of how anvil clouds
partition themselves into their convective and stratiform components (Gasparini et al. 2019;
Hartmann 2016). Pursuing such an understanding would benefit other approaches to con-
straining anvil cloud optical depth feedbacks, including emergent constraints, model inter-
comparisons, cloud-controlling factor analysis, process studies, and climatological predictors,
because confidence in these methods ultimately derives from understanding the physical re-
lationships between environmental changes, cloud changes, and the TOA response.

Such a physically transparent approach has even broader implications. Communicating with
the public about our confidence (or lack thereof) in clouds and climate change is hard.
However, a physical theory of cloud feedbacks that can constrain, quantify, and interpret
models and observations, like the one proposed here, could help clear the cloud of uncertainty.

3.10 Further uses of our framework

Our feedback expressions might also provide a quick, quantitative, and physically transparent
way to interpret how model biases influence feedbacks. For instance, if members of a GCM
ensemble simulate Ch between ±10 Wm�2, but they all simulate the same d ln fh/dTs =
�4% K�1, then their area feedbacks will range between ⌥0.2 Wm�2K�1. If all ensemble
members simulate Ch = 1 Wm�2, but simulate d ln fh/dTs = ±5% K�1, then their area
feedbacks will range between ±0.03 Wm�2K�1. This quantitative yet clear diagnostic could
provide testable hypothesis that advance our understanding and development of models.

Revisiting the iris e↵ect

The notion of a large negative anvil cloud area feedback originated from Lindzen et al
(Lindzen et al. 2001), who argued that it would approximately halve the predicted climate
sensitivity. Such a change corresponds to h�iris

h i ⇠ �1 Wm�2K�1. We will attempt to
reproduce this estimate.

Using their values: S# = 400 Wm�2, ↵s = 0.13, ↵h = 0.24, fh = 0.44, we get Csw
h = �S#(1�

↵s)↵hfh ⇡ �37 Wm�2. Using their “clearmoist” emission temperature Tclear = 261 K, and
“cloudymoist” emission temperature Tcloud = 222 K, we get C lw

h = ��(T 4
cloud � T 4

clear)fh ⇡

55 Wm�2. Combining the two,

Ch ⇡ 18 Wm�2, (Lindzen et al, 2001) (3.28)
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of e↵ective cloud fraction. The high cloud fraction profile in the
Warm Pool and low cloud fraction profile in the East Pacific are from CALIPSO. The full
width-half maximum and e↵ective cloud fraction of each profile are shown. The high cloud
and low cloud profiles are clipped below 8 km and above 4 km, respectively, in accordance
with our detection method.

which implies the greenhouse warming of anvils ismuch stronger than their reflective cooling.
Using their change in anvil area with warming, d ln fh/dTs ⇡ �22% K�1 and their idealized
model configuration that confined anvil clouds to a portion, Ah = 25% of the globe, we
estimate their globally averaged area feedback to be:

h�iris
h i = Ah

d ln fh
dTs

Ch

⇡ �1.0 Wm�2K�1. (Lindzen et al, 2001)
(3.29)

Our calculation suggests that they inferred a large feedback because their inferred cloud
changes are much larger than what is now expected and because their assumed parameters,
primarily the anvil cloud albedo, resulted in an unrealistically strong greenhouse warming
from anvil clouds. Our findings are consistent with Fu et al. (2002) and Lin et al. (2002).
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Figure 3.6: Climatological values of tropical quantities. Top) Inferred cloud overlap
e↵ect from Equation 3.8. Bottom) Inferred anvil cloud radiative e↵ect from Equation 3.5.
Tropical mean values and standard deviations are shown in the upper middle of each panel.
Refer to Figure 3.3 to see m`h and Ch and other quantities plotted with a broader color scale.

Figure 3.7: Interannual changes in tropical mean anvil cloud height (a) and tem-
perature (b). In each subplot, the slope, correlation for the best fit line and its standard
error are shown. Standard error in the slope due to limited sampling is indicated by shading.
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Table 3.1: Climatological values of tropical quantities (30�S – 30�N) used in this
study. All radiative quantities are evaluated at the top of atmosphere. C lw

obs and Csw
obs refer to

the observed longwave and shortwave cloud radiative e↵ects from CERES. See Climatology
section for details.

Quantity Description Tropical mean value Derivation

fh Anvil cloud area fraction 0.16 CALIPSO
f` Low cloud area fraction 0.11 CALIPSO
Th Anvil temperature 221 K ERA5
T` Low cloud temperature 287 K ERA5
Ts Surface temperature 298 K HadCRUT5
↵s Planetary surface albedo 0.13 CERES
S# Incoming shortwave radiation 398 Wm�2 CERES
Scs Clear-sky absorbed shortwave 347 Wm�2 CERES
Rcs Clear-sky outgoing longwave 287 Wm�2 CERES
n E↵ective cloud fraction scaling 1.7 Fitted from C lw

obs

↵h Anvil albedo 0.45 Fitted from Csw
obs

↵` Low cloud albedo 0.45 Fitted from Csw
obs

C Net cloud radiative e↵ect �15.6 Wm�2 Inferred
Csw Shortwave cloud radiative e↵ect �42.6 Wm�2 Inferred
C lw Longwave cloud radiative e↵ect 27.0 Wm�2 Inferred
Ch Anvil cloud radiative e↵ect �2.0 Wm�2 Inferred
Csw

h Shortwave anvil cloud radiative e↵ect �26.1 Wm�2 Inferred
C lw

h Longwave anvil cloud radiative e↵ect 24.1 Wm�2 Inferred
C` Low cloud radiative e↵ect �14.3 Wm�2 Inferred
Csw

` Shortwave low cloud radiative e↵ect �17.3 Wm�2 Inferred
C lw

` Longwave low cloud radiative e↵ect 3.1 Wm�2 Inferred
m`h Cloud overlap e↵ect 0.6 Wm�2 Inferred
msw

`h Shortwave cloud overlap e↵ect 1.1 Wm�2 Inferred
mlw

`h Longwave cloud overlap e↵ect �0.5 Wm�2 Inferred
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Figure 3.8: Interannual changes in tropical mean anvil cloud albedo (red) and low
cloud albedo (blue). (a) The line of best fit is calculated with the 2015–2016 El Niño
included. (b) The line of best of fit is calculated without the El Niño.

3.12 Data

Data availability

CERES data were obtained from the NASA Langley Research Center (https://ceres.
larc.nasa.gov/data/). CALIPSO / CLOUDSAT data were obtained from NASA Atmo-
spheric Science Data Center (https://asdc.larc.nasa.gov/project/CALIPSO/CAL_LID_
L3_Cloud_Occurrence-Standard-V1-00_V1-00). ERA5 reanalysis data were obtained from
the Copernicus Climate Change Service (https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/). Had-
CRUT5 data were obtained from the Met O�ce Hadley Centre (https://www.metoffice.
gov.uk/hadobs/hadcrut5/data/current/download.html).

Code availability

Scripts used to support the analysis of satellite and reanalysis data are available at
https://github.com/mckimb/anvil-area-feedback and
https://nbviewer.org/github/mckimb/anvil-area-feedback/blob/main/github_plotting.
ipynb.
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4.1 Abstract

As Earth warms, the tropopause is expected to rise, but predictions of its temperature
change are less certain. One theory ties tropopause temperature to outgoing longwave radi-
ation (OLR), but this contradicts simulations that exhibit a Fixed Tropopause Temperature
(FiTT) even as OLR increases. Another theory ties tropopause temperature to upper tro-
pospheric moisture, but is not precise enough to make quantitative predictions. Here, we
argue that tropopause temperature, defined by where radiative cooling becomes negligible,
is set by water vapor’s maximum spectroscopic absorption and Clausius-Clapeyron scaling.
This “thermospectric constraint” makes quantitative predictions for tropopause tempera-
ture that are borne out in single column and general circulation model experiments where
the spectroscopy is modified and the tropopause changes in response. This constraint un-
derpins the FiTT hypothesis, shows how tropopause temperature can decouple from OLR,
suggests a way to relate the temperatures of anvil clouds and the tropopause, and shows
how spectroscopy manifests in Earth’s general circulation.

4.2 Introduction

The tropopause separates the strong surface-driven overturning troposphere from a more
gently overturning stratosphere. Understanding the mechanisms setting tropopause temper-
ature and height remains a fundamental and important unsolved problem in climate science
(Phillips 1956) — fundamental because it depends on how two branches of climate, dynamics
and radiation, interact (Schneider 2008; Vallis 2017); important because the tropopause is
a boundary condition in hurricane intensity (Emanuel 2006; Emanuel et al. 2013), convec-
tively available potential energy (Romps 2016), CO2 forcing (Jeevanjee et al. 2021a), the
water vapor feedback (Feng et al. 2023; Koll et al. 2023; Meraner et al. 2013), stratospheric
water vapor (Mote et al. 1996), and ozone destruction (Match and Gerber 2022).

The dynamically active troposphere is thought to extend upwards until the radiative equilib-
rium temperature profile of the stratosphere becomes stable to convection and eddies (Held
1982; Thuburn and Craig 2000), a condition known as the radiative constraint that defines
a radiative tropopause as the lowest level at which the atmosphere attains radiative equi-
librium. We focus on this radiative definition, but note that the tropopause can also be
diagnosed with a lapse-rate criterion, and the two measures will often but not always be
similar (Highwood and Hoskins 1998), a point we return to later.

One way to understand the radiative tropopause temperature is in terms of top-of-atmosphere
energy balance (Held 1982; Thuburn and Craig 2000; Vallis 2017; Vallis et al. 2015). In
this theory, gray radiative transfer (independent of wavenumber) and an optically thin
stratosphere and upper troposphere are often assumed for conceptual simplicity. This lets
tropopause temperature (Ttp) be regarded as a skin-like temperature (Pierrehumbert 2010;
Schneider 2008) dictated by the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR):

Ttp = (OLR/2�)1/4 (OLR constraint), (4.1)
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where � is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Note, though, that the source of the outgoing
radiation still lies within the troposphere. This suggests a direct coupling between Ttp and
OLR and makes no direct reference to the properties of Earth’s greenhouse gasses. It predicts
an unchanging tropopause temperature with CO2-driven global warming, which is generally
consistent with comprehensive climate models (Hu and Vallis 2019; Vallis et al. 2015). It
also suggests a sensitivity of Ttp to warming agents that increase OLR (such as an increase
in insolation).

However, a fixed tropopause temperature (FiTT) has been shown in simulations of warming
without fixed OLR (Seeley et al. 2019), which may be at odds with the OLR constraint. The
expectation of a FiTT independent of the warming agent originates from an entirely di↵erent
branch of research focused on the fixed temperature of anvil clouds in response to surface
warming (Hartmann and Larson 2002b). In this theory, water vapor, the primary source
of radiative cooling in the troposphere (Manabe and Strickler 1964), is thought to control
Ttp. Harrop and Hartmann (2012) and Hartmann and Larson (2002b) showed that tropical
convection is tied to water vapor-driven radiative cooling. Moisture declines exponentially
with temperature, until there is so little water vapor that it can no longer radiatively cool,
thereby limiting the vertical extent of convection. These results were generalized and shown
to apply to extratropical high clouds (Thompson et al. 2017, 2019), and Seeley et al. (2019)
suggested that a similar hypothesis may be even more apt for the radiative tropopause. As
evidence of this potential connection, Seidel and Yang (2022) showed that anvil clouds and
the radiative tropopause covary with surface warming.

If this is all true, then the temperature dependence of water vapor and its radiative cooling
imposes a moist thermodynamic constraint on the tropopause. This is consistent with ob-
servations and models (Thompson et al. 2017, 2019) and helps explain the FiTT response
to surface warming and its relation to Fixed Anvil Temperatures (FAT) (Hartmann and
Larson 2002b; Seeley et al. 2019; Seidel and Yang 2022). However, it makes no reference
to OLR and it remains unclear what sets the temperature at which water vapor is unable
to radiatively cool. The moist constraint cannot predict Ttp, and thus the FiTT hypothesis
lacks a quantitative basis.

These limitations and contradictions may be resolved by noting that OLR is coupled to
moist thermodynamics (Jeevanjee et al. 2021b; Koll and Cronin 2018; Nakajima et al. 1992;
Simpson 1928), and that spectral (wavenumber-dependent) theories of radiation can yield
quantitative insights into this coupling (Feng et al. 2023; Koll et al. 2023). This approach led
to a moist radiative theory for anvil cloud temperatures (Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020b)
and we will follow suit to derive a more precise theory of the radiative tropopause temperature
and of FiTT. Like Held (1982) and Thuburn and Craig (2000), we study the radiative
tropopause (henceforth “the tropopause”), but we will inspect the lapse rate tropopause
and the role of dynamical constraints (Held 1982; O’Gorman 2011; Schneider 2004, 2008;
Schneider and O’Gorman 2008; Stone and Carlson 1979; Vallis 2017; Zurita-Gotor and
Vallis 2011) later on. Stratospheric dynamics and ozone a↵ect tropopause structure (Birner
2010; Dacie et al. 2019; Fueglistaler et al. 2009; Highwood and Hoskins 1998; Lin et al. 2017;
Thuburn and Craig 2000, 2002) and their inclusion is necessary to capture the full complexity
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of the tropopause response to climate change (Randel and Jensen 2013). However, here we
focus on more basic mechanisms that should be embedded in most climate models.

4.3 Formulating the thermospectric constraint

Qualitative overview

Understanding clear-sky radiative cooling is key to constraining the tropopause. The cooling
profile is controlled by the wavenumber-dependence of water vapor spectroscopy (Jeevanjee
and Fueglistaler 2020b). At each temperature (or height), there are only a few wavenumbers
that cool (Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020a,b), with colder temperatures (higher heights)
cooling at wavenumbers with stronger spectroscopic absorption. We demonstrate this in a
moist-adiabatic (to 150 K) single column model at Ts = 300 K with line-by-line radiative
transfer, PyRADS (Koll and Cronin 2018). Plotting the spectrally-resolved cooling reveals
that at any given height, most cooling is contained within a roughly 200 cm�1 width band
whose contours mimic the V-shape of water vapor spectroscopy (Figure 4.1a,c).

Following this logic, water vapor’s maximum spectroscopic absorption strength around 150
cm�1 (Figure 4.1a) suggests there is a minimum temperature (maximum height) to which
water vapor can radiatively cool (Figure 4.1c). We argue that the combination of water
vapor spectroscopy and Clausius-Clapeyron scaling constrains tropopause temperature. This
thermospectric constraint refines the moist constraint with a more fundamental explanation
for where and why water vapor’s radiative cooling declines in the upper troposphere. It
refines the OLR constraint into a spectral emission constraint that relates particular features
of the radiative cooling profile to their corresponding emission temperatures.

Making the constraint quantitative

Small amounts of upper tropospheric water vapor can cool because of its strong radiative
absorption in the rotational band (Figure 4.1a and Clough et al. (1992)). Consider water
vapor’s optical depth:

⌧H2O(⌫, z) =

Z 1

z

H2O(⌫)
p

pref
⇢H2Odz

0, (4.2)

where H2O(⌫) is the spectroscopic absorption strength of water vapor (m2 kg�1) at wavenum-
ber ⌫ (cm�1), p/pref accounts for pressure broadening at wavenumbers more than about 0.1
cm�1 away from line centers (Fu 2006), p is the pressure, pref = 500 hPa is a reference
pressure, and ⇢H2O is the density of water vapor. Infrared emission from water vapor peaks
around ⌧H2O ⇡ 1 (Jeevanjee 2023; Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020a). For ⌧H2O to remain
close to 1, changes in H2O must be compsensated by the integral of ⇢H2O. H2O varies by
many orders of magnitude across the infrared (Figure 4.1a), so many possible values of z
can result in the product of H2O and the integral of ⇢H2O being close to one. In other
words, many atmospheric levels emit to space (Figure 4.1c,d). However, a maximum in H2O

implies a minimum integral of ⇢H2O, and hence a maximum height zmax, above which the
atmosphere that can no longer e↵ectively cool to space. Owing to the Clausius-Clapeyron
scaling of ⇢H2O, this can be formulated more easily as a minimum temperature.
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Figure 4.1: The max absorption strength of water vapor spectroscopic absorption
is hypothesized to constrain Earth’s tropopause. (a) Water vapor absorption strength
as a function of wavenumber. (b) The rotational branch (150 to 1000 cm�1) of absorption
strength as a normalized histogram (plotted vertically), with units of lnH2O. (c) Spectrally-
resolved radiative cooling from a single column model with line-by-line radiative transfer,
PyRADS. (d) Spectrally-integrated radiative cooling. We make a rough estimate of the
maximum absorption coe�cient as max ⇠ 103 � 104 m2kg�1, which we hypothesize relates
to the tropopause. kink = 40 m2 kg�1 refers to where the density of lines begins to decline
rapidly, which has been hypothesized to relate to anvil clouds (Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler
2020b). Spectral data plotted at a resolution of 0.1 cm�1 using PyRADS (Koll and Cronin
2018).
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Figure 4.2: The thermospectric constraint, Equation 4.5 and 4.6, can quantita-
tively capture the change in tropopause temperature (Ttp). (a) Isca’s single column
model control simulation’s temperature profile. (b) Control simulation’s radiative cooling
profile. (c) The surface temperature is varied and RH kept fixed at 0.7. Simulations (dots),
theory (solid lines). (d) The relative humidity is varied and Ts fixed at 290 K. (e) The ab-
sorption coe�cients of water vapor are scaled uniformly and Ts and RH fixed at 290 K and
0.7, respectively. Water vapor and CO2 (280 ppmv) are the only greenhouse gases present
in these simulations.

To formulate this statement quantitatively, we assume that all emission occurs at ⌧H2O = 1,
which defines an emitting temperature Tem at wavenumber ⌫ by the relation

⌧H2O(⌫, Tem) = 1. (4.3)

It is more accurate to invert this equation numerically, but more informative to do so analyt-
ically, as shown in Jeevanjee (2023) and Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b). We reproduce
some of their steps for clarity.

The variable of integration in optical depth can be changed from height to temperature,
and though water vapor spectroscopy varies due to pressure broadening, it varies much less
than water vapor density does across the troposphere, so it can be pulled out of the integral.
Optical depth is then proportional to water vapor path, which can be computed analytically
(Koll and Cronin 2018), resulting in a simplified expression:

⌧H2O(H2O, T ) ⇡ H2O
p

pref| {z }
spectroscopy

MvRHexp

✓
�

L

RvT

◆

| {z }
water vapor path

, (4.4)

where p is the atmosphere pressure, pref = 500 hPa is the reference pressure at which H2O is
evaluated at to account for pressure broadening, Mv ⌘ prefv Tav/�L is a characteristic column
water vapor mass (kg m�2), where Tav ⌘ (Ts + Ttp)/2, which we set to a constant of 250
K for simplicity (results are not sensitive to this approximation), prefv = 2.5 ⇥ 109 hPa is a
reference pressure from Clausius-Clapeyron scaling, L = 2.5 ⇥ 106 J kg�1 is water’s latent
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heat of vaporization ,and MvRHexp(�L/RvT ) is the column mass of water vapor above the
isotherm with temperature T .

Setting ⌧H2O = 1, writing p = pref(T/Tref)g/�Rd , where Tref is the temperature at pref, and
solving for Tem results in the emission temperatures as a function of absorption coe�cients:

Tem(H2O) =
T ⇤

W
⇣

T ⇤

Tref
(D · RH ·Mv · H2O)Rd�/g

⌘ , (4.5)

where T ⇤ is a characteristic temperature for water vapor, W is the Lambert-W function,
Tref is the temperature , D = 1.5 is a scaling factor that accounts for the two stream
approximation in radiative transfer theory, Rd = 287 J kg�1 K�1 is the specific gas constant
for dry air, � = 7 K km�1 is the globally-averaged lapse rate of the troposphere in the
general circulation model used later on (Figure S1b), and g is the gravitational acceleration
(see Table 1 in Methods for values and meanings of the variables and constants). The
Lambert-W function appears because of inverting an expression with the form y = x exp(x).

The thermospectric constraint posits that tropopause temperature Ttp is the emission tem-
perature determined by a combination of Clausius-Clapeyron scaling (as embodied by RH
and Mv) and the maximum absorption coe�cient of water vapor, max. That is,

Ttp = Tem(max). (Thermospectric constraint) (4.6)

The presence of thousands of absorption lines across the infrared (Figure 4.1a) makes it
di�cult to select an appropriate value of max. It helps that the strength of spectrally
integrated radiative cooling is roughly proportional to the density of absorption lines at
a given strength (Figure 4.1b,d and Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b)). For values of
H2O 2 (10�4, 101) m2 kg�1, which correspond to tropospheric emission and a typical value of
�2 K day�1 of radiative cooling (Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020b), the density of absorption
lines in the rotational band (150 to 1000 cm�1) has a characteristic value of 0.07 lnH2O

(Figure 4.1b). The vibrational-rotational band (1000 to 1500 cm�1) is not as important
because its Planck emission is about 1/6 of the rotational band’s emission (Jeevanjee and
Fueglistaler 2020b).

The proportionality between the density of lines and the strength of cooling provides a
heuristic way to determine max: look for where the density of lines drops between a tenth
and a hundredth of its density for tropospheric emission, as this would roughly correspond to
where cooling drops to between a tenth and a hundredth of its tropospheric value (thereby
achieving radiative equilibrium) (Figure 4.1b,d). Other factors influence the strength of
cooling, such as the change in optical depth with height and the strength of the Planck
function at a given wavenumber and temperature, but Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b)
showed that these cannot explain the declining strength of cooling in the upper troposphere.

We plot the density of absorption lines in the rotational band in Figure 4.1b. The density
drops to between a tenth and a hundredth of its typical value at H2O 2 (4 · 103, 4 · 104) m2

kg�1. Taking the geometric average of the upper and lower bounds, we arrive at our estimate
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Figure 4.3: Water vapor spectroscopy a↵ects the radiative and lapse rate
tropopauses. (a) Zonal-mean temperature profile of the control Isca aquaplanet simu-
lation. (b) Zonal-mean radiative cooling profile of the control. (c) Zonal-mean mass flux
profile of the control. (d-g) Water vapor absorption coe�cients are increased geometrically
by [1/2, 1, 2] and the resulting changes in radiative- and lapse rate-tropopause temperature
and height are recorded. The lack of ozone in these simulations accounts for the high (25
km) lapse rate tropopause.

of max ⇡ 13000 m2 kg�1. Plugging into Equation 4.6, our prediction for the tropopause
temperature is Ttp ⇡ 180 K.

4.4 Testing the thermospectric constraint

To test the thermospectric constraint (Equation 4.6), we run simulations using a clear-sky
single column model (SCM) configuration of the Isca modeling framework (Vallis et al. 2018).
The SCM is configured with the correlated-k radiative transfer code RRTM (Mlawer et al.
1997), and a simplified representation of moist convection (the simple Betts-Miller code
of Frierson (2007) and O’Gorman and Schneider (2008)). In a single model context, the
simple Betts-Miller essentially constrains the atmosphere to a moist adiabat, but in a GCM,
where horizontal transfers of energy can occur, means that deviations from the moist adiabat
should be expected, particularly when looking at the extratropics. Nevertheless, configuring
the SCM using Isca lets us compare to general circulation model (GCM) simulations with
identical column-wise physics later in the paper. Further description of our model set-up
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can be found in the Supporting Information.

To begin, we consider an SCM control run with a prescribed surface temperature of Ts =
290 K, relative humidity RH= 0.7, and CO2 concentration of 280 ppmv. The diagnosed
tropopause temperature obtained in this simulation (the lowest level to which radiative
equilibrium is achieved, which we identify as �0.05 K day�1 to avoid sensitivity issues related
to the cooling profile’s asymptotic approach to 0 K day�1, see Figure 4.2a,b and Supporting
Information), is 184 K, close to our prediction. Physically, the asymptotic approach to 0 K
day�1 might be expected from the fact that the density of lines of water vapor’s absorption
spectrum also asymptotically approaches 0 (Figure 4.1a), and therefore its radiative cooling
profile might exhibit this behavior too.

The maximum absorption coe�cient of water vapour, max, can also be considered a free
parameter to match the predicted tropopause temperature with the value diagnosed from
a climate model. Tuning max results in a value of 7000 m2 kg�1, which is within our
identified range for max based on the density of absorption lines. This tuned value is used
henceforth and will not be retuned, except where explicitly scaled. Regarding this climate as
our base state, we can test the thermospectric constraint by varying the prescribed surface
temperature, column relative humidity, and absorption coe�cients of water vapor in the
SCM and see how well theory compares with the numerical simulations.

Surface temperature

As surface temperature increases, the thermospectric constraint (Equation 4.6) predicts a
small but nonzero warming of the tropopause of about �Ttp/�Ts = 1/5 (Figure 4.2c, solid
line) due to the change in Tref, the temperature at pref = 500 hPa, which appears from
accounting for pressure broadening e↵ects (Equation 4.5 and Feng et al. (2023) and Koll et
al. (2023). The slight warming can be understood as follows. The tropopause temperature
is fixed, to first order, which implies a rising tropopause as surface temperature increases.
As pressure decreases, the e↵ective water vapor absorption coe�cients (H2O · p/pref) also
decreases, which implies a larger ⇢H2O is needed to achieve ⌧H2O = 1, and thus a slightly
warmer tropopause temperature. A simple calculation shows that the change in water vapor
emission temperatures (including at the tropopause) should be about 1/4 to 1/5 of the
warming at the surface (Equation B4 of Jeevanjee (2023) and Equation 46 of Koll et al.
(2023)).

In an SCM experiment where surface temperature is increased (Figure 4.2c, dots), the
tropopause warms almost exactly as predicted. The relatively fixed tropopause temperature
(FiTT) has been noted before (Seeley et al. 2019) and explained qualitatively by Thompson
et al. (2019) with the thermodynamic constraint. However, the thermospectric constraint
provides a quantitative understanding of how Ttp should change with warming. The pressure
broadening explanation di↵ers from Hu and Vallis (2019), who explains the slight warming
as a consequence of increased longwave radiation from outside the water vapor window.
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Relative humidity

Variations in column relative humidity (RH) may influence Ttp. A larger RH implies a smaller
saturation water vapor density ⇢satH2O to reach ⌧H2O = 1, and thus a cooler temperature. We
vary RH in the SCM but keep surface temperature fixed and find the tropopause cools as
RH increases (Figure 4.2d), in excellent agreement with predictions from inputting RH into
the thermospectric constraint (Equation 4.5).

Water vapor absorption

Modifying the ⇢H2O passed to the radiation code of a climate model alters the temperature
of anvil clouds and the tropopause (Harrop and Hartmann 2012; Spaulding-Astudillo and
Mitchell 2023; Thompson et al. 2019). The thermospectric constraint suggests that modi-
fying H2O should have a similar e↵ect. A geometrically larger max implies a geometrically
smaller minimum ⇢H2O to achieve ⌧H2O = 1 and hence an arithmetically colder Ttp due to
Clausius-Clapeyron scaling: d ln ⇢H2O/dT |Ttp = L/(RvT 2

tp) = 16% K�1 or roughly 4 K of
cooling to halve ⇢H2O. These predictions are borne out quantitatively by the simulations,
where Ttp cools arithmetically as max is scaled geometrically over many octaves while Ts and
RH are fixed, at a rate of roughly 4 K per doubling (Figure 4.2e). This is the most direct
test of the thermospectric constraint and it confirms spectroscopy’s key role in constraining
Ttp.

4.5 From spectroscopy to the general circulation

The previous tests were done in a single column model, but the tropopause is a feature of
Earth’s general circulation and will be influenced by other factors (Birner 2010; Thuburn
and Craig 2000). We test whether modifying H2O influences Ttp and ztp (tropopause height)
in a general circulation model configured as an idealized aquaplanet with a standard fixed
sea surface temperature distribution (Neale and Hoskins 2000):

Ts(�) =

(
300

�
1� sin2(3�/2)

�
K, for � ⇡/3 < � < ⇡/3

273 K, otherwise,
(4.7)

where � is the latitude. The GCM is configured to use the same column-wise physics routines
(e.g., RRTM radiative transfer, simplified Betts-Miller moist convection) as the SCM. See
the Supporting Information for further details. When analysing the GCM, we diagnose the
radiative tropopause with a �0.2 K day�1 threshold instead of the �0.05 K day�1 used for
the SCM. The updated threshold more closely aligns with relevant dynamical features such
the mass flux profile (Figure 4.3c) while still using a threshold value ⌧ typical tropospheric
cooling (Figure 4.3b). If one were to keep using the �0.05 K day�1 threshold, then the
radiative tropopause would be very high in the atmosphere where there is coarse resolution,
and it would no longer align with the dynamical features of the atmosphere (Figure 4.3b,c).
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Spectroscopic control of the tropopause

We vary H2O geometrically and find the tropopause cools and rises across all latitudes,
again at ⇡ 4 � 5 K and 0.5 � 1 km per doubling of H2O (Figure 4.3d,e). This cooling
confirms the quantitative predictions of thermospectric constraint (Figure 4.2e) in a more
comprehensive and Earth-like setting. The spectroscopic control on the radiative tropopause
has implications for the general circulation because infrared cooling constrains the residual
motion of the atmosphere, the amplitude of tropospheric wave breaking, and the depth of
its diabatic mixing (Thompson et al. 2017, 2019).

Ttp varies by only 5 K across latitude in these simulations, consistent with FiTT and the
idea of a fairly insensitive radiative tropopause temperature to surface temperature and the
large-scale circulation. However, radiative tropopause height is not uniform due to its strong
dependence on surface temperature and vertically averaged lapse rate (�), ztp ⇡ (Ttp�Ts)/�.
It has a top-hat meridional structure because Ts varies from equator to poles and because �
varies as the dominant control on stratification changes from moist convection in the tropics
to baroclinic eddies in the extratropics (Held 1982; Schneider 2008; Stone and Carlson 1979;
Vallis 2017).

This dynamical control extends to the lapse-rate tropopause, diagnosed here as where the
lapse rate exceeds �5 K km�1. It has a much more pronounced top-hat structure in
both its height and temperature (Figure 4.3f,g). FiTT does not apply to all definitions of
the tropopause because each definition respects di↵erent physical constraints (Birner 2010;
Fueglistaler et al. 2009; Highwood and Hoskins 1998; Hu and Vallis 2019). The lapse rate
tropopause, for instance, depends on the profile of stratification, which is primarily deter-
mined by dynamics (Schneider 2008). Nevertheless, the lapse rate tropopause still cools and
rises as H2O is increased (Figure 4.3f,g), particularly in the tropics, hinting at a broader role
of spectroscopy in the interaction between upper tropospheric radiative cooling, dynamics,
and stratification which future work could make more precise.

Other controls of the tropopause

Meridional variations in radiative tropopause temperature may be due to surface tempera-
ture, which varies between 300 K and 273 K from equator to poles and can change Ttp with
pressure-broadening e↵ects. It may also be due to tropospheric relative humidity, which
varies from 20 to 70 % (Figure S1a). The SCM and Equation 4.5 shows varying column
relative humidity by a similar amount changes Ttp by about 5 K (Figure 4.2d). The lapse
rate (Figure S1b) could also change Ttp; changing � from 4 K km�1 to 7 K km�1 in Equation
4.5 changes Ttp by 3 K.

Column-wise physics and water vapor may not be the only source of variations in Ttp.
Stratospheric dynamics may influence ztp and Ttp by altering the location of zero radiative
cooling (Birner 2010; Hu and Vallis 2019; Thuburn and Craig 2000). CO2-driven radiative
cooling, which primarily emanates from the stratosphere (Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020b),
may also drive changes in Ttp. Future work could address these questions and lead to a
more comprehensive theory, but our goal here is to provide a first order picture of moist
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Figure 4.4: Moisture is essential to capturing a fixed tropopause temperature
and spectral radiative transfer decouples tropopause temperature from out-
going longwave radiation. (a) Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) of Isca single col-
umn model with various types of radiative transfer. (b) Tropopause temperature for
the same simulations. (c) Predicted tropopause temperature from the OLR constraint
(Equation 4.1). (d-f) The radiative cooling profile plotted in temperature coordinates for
Ts = 270, 280, 290, 300, 310 K for each model setup. Each profile has been normalized by
its maximum tropospheric value and is plotted starting at the lifting condensation level for
clarity. See Supporting Information for details.

thermodynamics interact with spectroscopy to set Ttp.

4.6 Reconciling di↵erent constraints

Previous theories of tropopause temperature have either emphasized outgoing radiation
(Held 1982; Thuburn and Craig 2000; Vallis et al. 2015) or moist thermodynamics and
upper tropospheric radiative cooling (Hartmann and Larson 2002b; Thompson et al. 2017).
Combining moisture with a spectral perspective of radiative cooling can make more precise
predictions for Ttp and FiTT (Figure 4.2c). Now we combine the OLR constraint (Equa-
tion 4.1) with moisture to make better predictions of FiTT, and consider how adding bands
to gray radiative transfer theory morphs the OLR constraint into an upper tropospheric
radiative emission constraint.

The OLR constraint was derived with gray radiative transfer uncoupled to moisture (Held
1982; Thuburn and Craig 2000; Vallis et al. 2015). This “dry” constraint predicts a FiTT
with respect to CO2-driven global warming because OLR remains fixed (Vallis et al. 2015).
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By this logic, a warming that changes OLR would change Ttp, which stands in contrast
to simulations that exhibit a FiTT even as OLR increases (Seeley et al. 2019; Seidel and
Yang 2022). For both gray and spectral atmospheres, the amount of OLR increase for a
prescribed surface warming depends on the presence of radiatively active moisture and its
optical thickness (Feng et al. 2023; Ingram 2010; Jeevanjee et al. 2021b; Koll et al. 2023; Koll
and Cronin 2018; Nakajima et al. 1992; Simpson 1928; Stevens and Kluft 2023). Changes in
Ttp may be similarly constrained.

We test the role of moisture and choice of radiative transfer in controlling OLR and Ttp

by varying surface temperature in di↵erent configurations of Isca’s SCM: a model with gray
radiation uncoupled to moisture, similar to Frierson et al. (2006); with gray radiation coupled
to moisture, similar to Byrne and O’Gorman (2013); and with spectral radiation coupled to
moisture, as already described. In these experiments, OLR and Ttp change much more in
the dry gray model than the moist gray and spectral models (Figure 4.4a,b).

In dry simulations, the greenhouse gas is assumed to be well mixed and so optical depth is
a single valued function of pressure, ⌧ = ⌧(p). As Ts increases, isobars warm and radiative
cooling at ⌧ = 1 emanates from a warmer layer of atmosphere that can emit more radiation
to space (Figure 4.4d). In contrast, moisture constrains the optical depth to be a single
valued function of temperature, ⌧ = ⌧(T ) (in the absence of pressure broadening). As Ts

increases, radiative cooling at ⌧ = 1 emanates from nearly the same temperature (Figure
4.4e,f and Figure S1a of Seeley et al. (2019) and thus OLR is constrained to increase less
than in the dry case. (Radiative cooling can increase for other reasons, see, e.g., Jeevanjee
and Romps (2018), but less so if there is moisture.) Therefore, the OLR constraint, when
combined with a notion of how moisture constrains changes in OLR, is more consistent with
FiTT for a wider variety of warming scenarios such as in Seeley et al. (2019) and Seidel and
Yang (2022).

However, this explanation still does not address a motivating question of this study: How can
Ttp decouple from OLR (compare Figure 4.4b,c)? The answer lies in the role of additional
bands of radiative transfer. Hu and Vallis (2019) showed that adding a window band decou-
ples the radiative equilibrium temperature of the planet, Tre, from total OLR and couples it
instead to outgoing radiation from the optically thick band (OLRthick):

Tre =


⌧thick + 1

2�
OLRthick

�1/4
. (4.8)

The window band becomes optically thin at the surface, so its emission does not contribute
to radiative balance at the stratosphere (Hu and Vallis 2019). If a third, even thicker band
were introduced, then this logic implies that the thickest band’s emission would determine
the radiative balance at the stratosphere and constrain Tre, rather than the emission from
the thinner bands. If we take the spectral limit of an infinite number of bands that vary
by orders of magnitude in their optical depth, which is the case for Earth’s atmosphere,
then Tre would be determined primarily by the optically thickest band and constrained by
its spectral emission. Tre (and hence Ttp) would be related to the brightness temperature
of that spectral emission. This is essentially what we have calculated in the thermospectric
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constraint (Equations 4.5 and 4.6), though framed in a di↵erent way. The OLR constraint
is only strictly true for a gray atmosphere, and the thermospectric constraint is the gener-
alization of that idea to a spectral, moist atmosphere. Hence, Ttp can decouple from OLR,
as seen in simulations of FiTT (Figure 4.4c and Seeley et al. (2019) and Seidel and Yang
(2022)).

4.7 Discussion

Summary

Spectral radiative transfer decouples Earth’s radiative tropopause temperature from the to-
tal outgoing radiation and constrains it instead to where water vapor becomes optically thin
across all wavenumbers and stops radiative cooling. This is set by water vapor’s maximum
spectroscopic absorption and Clausius-Clapeyron scaling. The thermospectric constraint
implies a relatively fixed radiative tropopause temperature (FiTT) with warming because
isopleths of water vapor path follows isotherms. However, pressure broadening modifies the
strength of spectroscopic absorption as the tropopause rises with surface warming, caus-
ing it to warm slightly. FiTT also constrains the meridional distribution of the radiative
tropopause, but not the lapse rate tropopause, which is more strongly controlled by dynam-
ics than by radiation. The thermospectric constraint does not rule out a role for processes
such as the Brewer-Dobson circulation (which is relatively weak in an aquaplanet, but can
a↵ect the tropopause height Birner (2010), Hu and Vallis (2019), and Thuburn and Craig
(2000) and ozone (which is not present in our simulations but can a↵ect stratospheric tem-
perature Dacie et al. (2019), Lin et al. (2017), and Thuburn and Craig (2000, 2002), but it
does suggest a previously unnoticed mechanism grounded in robust physics is important in
controlling tropopause temperature.

Anvil clouds and the tropopause

The temperature of anvil clouds and the tropopause respond similarly to surface warming
(Seidel and Yang 2022), despite their ⇡ 5 km di↵erence in height (Seeley et al. 2019). The
thermospectric constraint o↵ers an explanation. Anvil clouds and the tropopause share a
thermodynamic control by water vapor, which is why they respond similarly to warming,
but they depend on distinct features of water vapor spectroscopy, so they occur at di↵erent
temperatures. The radiative tropopause occurs where radiative cooling goes to zero, which
is controlled by the maximum spectroscopic absorption (max ⇡ 13000 m2 kg�1): Ttp =
Tem(max) ⇡ 180 K. Anvil clouds predominantly occur near the max vertical derivative of
radiative cooling (Hartmann and Larson 2002b), which is controlled by the sharp decline
in water vapor’s emission line density at kink = 40 m2 kg�1: Tanvil = Tem(kink) ⇡ 214 K
(Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020b). These thermodynamic and spectroscopic ingredients are
embedded in most climate models, which could be why the relationship between anvil clouds
and the tropopause are robust with respect to modeling configuration (Seidel and Yang
2022). It is possible that the distribution of anvil temperatures/heights is related to the
distribution of water vapor absorption coe�cients, with the mode of the distribution of anvil
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heights at roughly 200 hPa / 215 K aligning with kink and the wing of the distbrution at
roughly 125 hPa / 190 K (Figure 3.5) aligning with max. One question that arises from this
work is whether the proportionally higher anvil temperatures (PHAT) seen with warming,
which has been explained with changes in static stability Zelinka and Hartmann 2010, might
also be due to pressure broadening of water vapor’s absorption spectra. Future work could
verify the relative contributions of each mechanism.

A role for gray radiative transfer in studying climate?

Water vapor’s thermodynamic and radiative properties have distinct but equally profound
influences on Earth’s climate (Held and Soden 2006; Stevens and Bony 2013), but are gray
models of radiative transfer fit for understanding these influences? Gray climate models
can capture the interplay of latent heat release and the general circulation (Frierson et al.
2006; Schneider et al. 2010; Vallis 2020), some of the interaction between radiation and
moisture necessary for water vapor feedbacks (Byrne and O’Gorman 2013) and the runaway
greenhouse e↵ect (Nakajima et al. 1992), and can o↵er a qualitative understanding of Earth’s
greenhouse e↵ect (Pierrehumbert 2010).

However, many circulation responses to warming depend sensitively on the radiative response
to warming (Ceppi and Hartmann 2016; Kang et al. 2009; Tan et al. 2019; Voigt and Shaw
2015), which stresses the need for more nuanced understanding of radiation. For the problems
where a quantitative answer is desired, such as the forcing from CO2 (He et al. 2023; Jeevanjee
et al. 2021a), water vapor feedback (Feng et al. 2023; Koll et al. 2023), and equilibrium
climate sensitivity (Jeevanjee 2023; Stevens and Kluft 2023); or for the problems involving
vertical gradients in radiative cooling, such as the temperature of anvil clouds (Hartmann
and Larson 2002b; Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020b), radiation’s wavenumber dependence
matters. Spectral theories promise to be the more powerful approach to identifying, studying,
and potentially resolving them.

4.8 Supporting Information

Isca Framework

For all simulations, we use Isca, a modeling framework that makes it easy to vary between
configurations (Vallis et al. 2018). We use Isca configured as a clear-sky general circulation
model (GCM) and a clear-sky single column model (SCM). There is no sea ice, land, or
topography. The GCM and SCM configurations use the same column-wise physics routines
(e.g., radiative transfer, convective adjustment).

In the GCM, we run at T42 resolution with 40 vertical levels, distributed according to
� = exp[�7(0.25z̃+0.75z̃7)], where z̃ is evenly spaced on the unit interval. This distribution
produces levels that are roughly evenly spaced in the troposphere, and spaced more closely in
the stratosphere to mitigate the increasingly coarse resolution that results from distributing
levels along even intervals of p. We use a slab mixed-layer ocean with a standard specified
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Figure 4.5: Zonal-mean profiles from control Isca aquaplanet simulation. (a) Rel-
ative humidity. (b) Lapse rate. The dashed line indicates the radiative tropopause. The
globally averaged tropospheric lapse rate is 7 K km�1, defined here as the region between
the average lifting condensation level (⇡ 950 hPa) and the average tropopause height (⇡ 150
hPa).

meridional profile of sea surface temperatures (Neale and Hoskins 2000):

Ts(�) =

(
300

�
1� sin2(3�/2)

�
K, for � ⇡/3 < � < ⇡/3

273 K, otherwise,
(4.9)

where � is the latitude.

In the SCM, we run at 80 vertical levels, necessarily omit the dynamical core, and constrain
stratospheric water vapor so that it cannot increase with height. We prescribe surface
temperature in increments of 10 K by setting the mixed-layer temperature and then setting
its depth to 109 m.

In both models, we use the simple Betts-Miller convection scheme (Frierson 2007; O’Gorman
and Schneider 2008), which drives the free troposphere to a prescribed relative humidity of
70%. Large scale condensation is included to prevent supersaturation, following (Frierson
et al. 2006), and all condensed water returns immediately to the surface. Boundary layer
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turbulence is parameterized using a k-profile scheme similar to Troen and Mahrt (1986), and
di↵usion coe�cients are obtained from Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (in the column
model, this computation uses a prescribed surface wind of 5m s�1). In the SCM, we set
the boundary layer depth to the lifting condensation level. For consistency, we also use this
method to determine the boundary layer depth in the GCM.

In both the GCM and the SCM, we compute radiative transfer primarily with RRTM
(Mlawer et al. 1997). The incoming solar radiation meridional profile resembles Earth’s
seasonally-averaged profile with a Second Legendre Polynomial. The surface albedo is set
to 0.2. CO2 and water vapor are the only greenhouse gasses (unless specified otherwise). In
the SCM, we also run experiments with gray radiative transfer configured to resemble the
setup of (Frierson et al. 2006), in which water vapor has no e↵ect on radiative fluxes. That
is, the gray optical depth is

⌧ = ⌧0


f`
⇣ p

ps

⌘
+ (1� f`)

⇣ p

ps

⌘4
�
, (4.10)

where ⌧0 = 6 is the surface optical depth and f` = 0.1 is a constant. See Frierson et al.
(2006) and the Isca documentation (https://execlim.github.io/Isca/index.html) for
details. Atmospheric shortwave absorption is turned o↵, the surface albedo is still set to 0.2
and the stellar constant is set to 342.5 Wm2 unless stated otherwise.

When water vapor is coupled to the gray radiative transfer scheme, our approach resembles
Byrne and O’Gorman (2013). That is, the optical depth is calculated as a function of specific
humidity q (kg kg�1),

d⌧

d�
= bq, (4.11)

where b = 1997.9 and � = p/p0, the pressure normalized by a constant (105 Pa). See Byrne
and O’Gorman (2013) and Vallis et al. (2018) for details.

Diagnosing the tropopause

The radiative tropopause is diagnosed as the lowest layer of atmosphere where radiative
cooling goes to zero. In the absence of radiative heating from ozone, the radiative cooling
profile asymptotes to zero in the upper troposphere and so a threshold of �0.05 K day�1

is used for the SCM and �0.2 K day�1 for the GCM. To make the diagnostic less sensitive
to model’s vertical resolution, the vertical profiles of temperature, pressure, and radiative
cooling are linearly interpolated from 40 (GCM) or 80 (SCM) levels to 800.

The lapse rate tropopause is diagnosed as where the lapse rate is smaller than 5 K km�1.
This nonstandard threshold is used because there is no ozone present in our simulations,
and because the standard choice of 2 K km�1 is idiosyncratic to Earth’s present day climate
(Vallis 2017). Again, the vertical profile is linearly interpolated.

https://execlim.github.io/Isca/index.html
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Table 4.1: Definition of symbols used. See main text for details on computing max.
See Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b) for more details and derivations of many of these
quantities.

Symbol Type Description Value/Units

⌫ Variable Wavenumber cm
�1

⌧H2O Variable Optical depth of water vapor at a given

wavenumber

—

H2O Variable Spectroscopic absorption of water vapor

at a given wavenumber

m
2
kg

�1

⇢H2O Variable Density of water vapor kg m
�3

pref Constant Reference atmospheric pressure 500 hPa

Tem Variable Emission temperature at a given

wavenumber

K

T ⇤
Constant Characteristic temperature of water vapor LRd�/(gRv) ⇡ 635 K

Tref Variable Characteristic tropospheric temperature 260 K

Ttp Variable Tropopause temperature K

M ref
v Constant Characteristic column water vapor mass Trefp1v /(�L) ⇡ 6 · 10

9
kg m

�2

p1v Constant Reference value for the saturation vapor

pressure

2.5 · 1011 Pa

max Constant Maximum absorption of water vapor ⇡ 13000 m
2
kg

�1

OLR Variable Outgoing longwave radiation Wm
�2

Water vapor spectroscopy

We use PyRADS, a validated line-by-line column model (Koll and Cronin 2018), to plot
the spectral line absorption coe�cients of water vapor. These data are sourced from the
HITRAN 2016 database (Gordon et al. 2017), with a Lorenz line profile assumed for all
lines. Data is plotted with 0.1 cm�1 spectral resolution.

Table of constants and their values

See Table S1.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, reflections, and outlook
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Inspired by The Blue Marble, we sought to better understand the coupling between clouds,
circulation, and climate sensitivity by studying water vapor’s thermospectric properties.
What have we learned from our e↵orts? In this chapter, we review the questions asked in
the introduction, the answers we came to in each chapter, the shortcomings of our e↵orts,
and the immediate outlook for future work. We then take away broader insights from our
work and why our approach was successful. We use these insights to suggest improvements
on formal methods of feedback analysis used in community e↵orts like CMIP in order to
quicken the pace of constraining climate sensitivity and learning about Earth’s climate. We
conclude with a reflection of how the author’s background in physics influenced the research
undertaken in this thesis.

5.1 Reinterpreting radiator fins with the longwave
clear-sky feedback

The question of how water vapor and atmospheric circulation couple to influence climate
stability has been analyzed in a number of idealized contexts so as to better understand
Earth’s response to increased CO2. The prototypical example is that of radiative convective
equilibrium and the water vapor feedback that ensues from the constraint of fixed relative
humidity. This feedback was first captured accurately in the single column model experi-
ments of Manabe and Wetherald (1967). Sixty years on, this water vapor feedback can now
be quantitatively understood in terms of an emergent property of water vapor known as
Simpson’s Law (Jeevanjee et al. 2021b), which states that when relative humidity is held
fixed, the emission from optically thick water vapor is constant with warming. With this
principle, and with the notion of a spectral emitting temperature, one can calculate the
strength of the water vapor feedback with pencil and paper (Jeevanjee 2023) and arrive at a
nuanced understanding of Earth’s radiative response to warming (Feng et al. 2023; Jeevanjee
et al. 2021b; Kluft et al. 2021; Koll et al. 2023; Koll and Cronin 2018; Seeley and Jeevanjee
2020; Stevens and Kluft 2023) that is increasingly consistent with observations (Raghuraman
et al. 2023; Roemer et al. 2023).

A more complicated example arises from considering the e↵ect of meridional variations in
climatological relative humidity on the water vapor feedback. This problem originated from
considering how the tropics are stabilized as a whole, especially when the hot and humid
tropics are seemingly close to a runaway greenhouse state. The dry subtropics were argued to
act as “radiator fins” because they can emit more radiation to space (Pierrehumbert 1995).
However, climate stability is more directly related to the change in emission with warming,
i.e. the feedback, which leads to the question: do subtropical radiator fins in fact produce a
more stabilizing feedback?

We demonstrate that yes, as one moves from the deep tropics to the subtropics, the feedback
becomes more stabilizing. At the high surface temperature of the tropics, continuum e↵ects
introduce a quadratic dependence of spectroscopic absorption and vapor pressure, which
allows variations in tropospheric relative humidity governed by the large scale circulation to
have significant control over the width of the water vapor window. From Simpson’s law, a
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wider window region implies more of the surface’s infrared emission spectrum can respond
to warming and stabilize the climate more readily than when the window has closed. One
immediate take away from this work is that the spectral perspective, though derived in
the context of single column physics, can explicate the water vapor feedback in this more
complex situation.

Another complication on the water vapor feedback is whether tropospheric relative humidity
remains constant with global warming. Chapter 2 does not address this, but another study
the author was involved in has shown that a moistening of the subtropics could impact
Earth’s climate sensitivity when considering large perturbations from its present day climate
(Henry et al. 2023). For present-day and near future conditions, analyses based on the
assumption of fixed climatological relative humidity seem appropriate (Zhang et al. 2020).

Our analysis extended the increasingly sophisticated clear-sky picture of radiative feedbacks
by accounting for the role of optically thick high clouds (anvils). We built a simple model
of the longwave anvil cloud radiative e↵ect by assuming that anvils act like a broadband
absorber which replaces clear-sky upwelling emission from below with their own infrared
emission. This “cloud masking” of clear-sky emission is proportional to anvil cloud fraction
and makes the climate less stable overall because anvil cloud infrared emission does not
change much with warming due to a thermospectric constraint known as the Fixed Anvil
Temperature (FAT) hypothesis (Harrop and Hartmann 2012; Hartmann and Larson 2002b;
Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020b).

A challenge that arose in our research was the di�culty in making quantitative comparisons
with other studies that use di↵erent feedback decompositions. This decomposition of Earth’s
net feedback into sub-components is arbitrary, in the sense that climate is unchanged how
it is analyzed, but it is important because decompositions are quantitatively sensitive to the
choice of reference response. Consequently, results using di↵erent decompositions cannot be
quantitatively compared. The choice is also important because it can simplify interpretations
of uncertainty and lead to improved understanding and concordance with observations, a
point we revisit later.

5.2 Constraining the radiative response of anvil
clouds to warming

In the previous section, we assumed that anvil temperature and area remain fixed with
warming, but in reality both of these quantities are expected to change (Bony et al. 2016;
Zelinka and Hartmann 2010). The latter change has long been a topic of controversy and
confusion (Lindzen et al. 2001; Ramanathan and Collins 1991) and leads to one of the
largest sources of uncertainty in estimating Earth’s climate sensitivity (Forster et al. 2021;
Sherwood et al. 2020). Though this uncertainty is usually attributed to something called the
“anvil cloud area feedback”, it is more precise to refer to it as the “anvil cloud area-optical
depth feedback”. This distinction matters because the source of uncertainty in the radiative
feedback may be due to changes in area, or it might in fact be due to changes in optical
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depth.

To determine whether most of the uncertainty sourced from anvil cloud changes is from
their area or their optical depth response to warming, we build upon the simple model of
cloud radiative e↵ects used to in the last section. We relax the assumption of fixed cloud
properties with warming, we consider shortwave radiation, and we incorporate low clouds
to quantify cloud overlap e↵ects. The advantage of this framework is that it transparently
relates cloud feedbacks to their present day radiative e↵ects and the change in the cloud
property of interest with with warming. The present day radiative e↵ects can be inferred from
observations with our simple model, which means that cloud feedbacks can be constrained
by examining how plausible a given cloud change is.

In the case of the anvil cloud area feedback, we infer an anvil cloud radiative of �2 Wm�2,
which implies that anvil area would have to change by about 50 % K�1 to induce a signif-
icant feedback. However, this is not physically consistent with the stability iris hypothesis
(i.e. changes in the large scale circulation), observations of interannual variability, or the
overwhelming majority of climate models. We estimate the area feedback to be nearly neu-
tral. In contrast, the anvil cloud albedo feedback, which is one consequence of a changing
optical depth, depends on the shortwave anvil cloud radiative e↵ect. We infer this to be �26
Wm�2, which implies that only a 2 % K�1 change in albedo is required to induce a significant
feedback. At present, it is unknown how plausible such a change is, and whether the albedo
feedback will be nullified by a compensating cloud emissivity feedback. Evidently, changes
in anvil cloud optical depth, which have been studied much less than changes in anvil cloud
area, are the larger source of uncertainty in estimating Earth’s climate sensitivity. Recent
studies based on GCM and cloud-resolving models come to a similar conclusion (Stau↵er
and Wing 2023) and Sokol and Hartmann (in-review).

Our framework used a number of approximations to come to this conclusion and each line
of evidence for changes in anvil cloud area has their own biases. Observations are limited
by the short satellite record, theories are necessarily simplistic, and even the most detailed
simulations of clouds must contend with representing unconstrained microphysics. Like in
Stevens et al. 2016, an immediate takeaway from this work is the power of a simple framework
that can reconcile di↵erent lines of evidence to refute a feedback value and to point out where
understanding is fuzzy.

We are hopeful that the uncertain changes in optical depth with warming will be constrained
in the near future. There are upcoming opportunities to observe anvil cloud optical thick-
ness from new satellites (EarthCARE and MTG) and unprecedented in-situ measurement
campaigns (MAESTRO, PERCUSSION, and PICCOLLO). These independent datasets will
allow their cross referencing and validation. To confidently relate these high quality process-
level observations to long-term climate change, it would help to relate optical depth changes
to large scale constraints, much like how the stability iris hypothesis relates anvil cloud area
to large scale subsidence. This recipe of striving for high quality observations and attempt-
ing to formulate a theory of how macroscopic cloud properties relates to the large scale
circulation is perhaps the best way forward, given the Russian doll-like complexity of cloud
microphysics (Morrison et al. 2020).

https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/missions/earthcare
https://www.eumetsat.int/meteosat-third-generation
https://maestro.aeris-data.fr/
https://orcestra-campaign.org/percusion.html
https://orcestra-campaign.org/piccolo.html
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The philosophy of this approach has precedence, for instance, in understanding changes in
anvil cloud area. Compare the progress gained from stability iris theory to the polemical
debates surrounding microphysics that preceded it. A similar philosophy operates in geo-
physical fluid dynamics, where the focus is on constructing theories of emergent phenomena,
such as the Gulf Stream, in terms of large scale parameters rather than the properties of in-
dividual fluid parcels (Stommel 1948; Vallis 2016). It is the de-facto approach in condensed
matter physics, where microscopic degrees of freedom are absorbed into a small number
of empirically-determined parameters, and the attention is focused on understanding the
macroscopic scales of interest (Goldenfeld et al. 1989; Kardar 2007). These macroscopic the-
ories are not only valued for their necessity in solving di�cult problems, they are regarded
for being as fundamental as the underlying microscopic theories (Anderson 1972). Macro-
scopic theories are consistent with the underlying microscopic physics, but they are not,
in general, conceptually consequent from it. As Philip Anderson put it, more is di↵erent.
When it comes to anvil clouds, microphysics should still be studied, because it is interesting
in its own right and because it can lead to better observations and representations in climate
models. However, when it comes to inferring the impacts of anvil clouds on climate change,
a more “macroscopic” approach may well be the best way forward.

5.3 Water vapor’s role in constraining the radiative
tropopause temperature

Water vapor’s thermodynamic and radiative physics is embedded in much of the behavior
of Earth’s climate system, as outlined in the introductory chapter. This physics has been
argued to constrain the temperature of anvil clouds (Hartmann and Larson 2002b) and
may be even more applicable for the radiative tropopause (Seeley et al. 2019). However,
longstanding arguments based on TOA energy balance and gray radiative transfer theory
suggest that tropopause temperature is directly coupled to OLR (Thuburn and Craig 2000;
Vallis et al. 2015), which lies in tension with modeling results suggesting a fixed tropopause
temperature independent of OLR (Jeevanjee and Romps 2018; Seeley et al. 2019; Seidel and
Yang 2022).

We inspect each of these arguments and find that spectral radiative transfer decouples ra-
diative tropopause temperature from OLR and couples it instead to emission from the most
optically thick wavenumber. We show this emission temperature to be constrained by a
thermospectric constraint: a combination of Clausius-Clapeyron scaling and water vapor’s
maximum e↵ective spectroscopic absorption coe�cient. We demonstrate this explicitly in
both a single column and general circulation model, where varying water vapor’s radiative
absorption leads to changes in tropopause temperature quantitatively consistent with our
theory. A spectral perspective is again able to provide new and quantitative insights into
how water vapor interacts with the general circulation. This time, it focuses on the most
optically thick wavenumbers, rather than the thinnest ones. That being said, there are limi-
tations to this thermospectric constraint: it is most apt for the radiative tropopause and less
so for the lapse rate tropopause, which can vary in temperature significantly with latitude.
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Our analysis is necessarily idealized and incomplete to address the full complexity of the
tropical tropopause layer (Fueglistaler et al. 2009; Randel and Jensen 2013). There is no
ozone (neither interactive nor prescribed), nor are there significant stratospheric dynamics
or overshooting convection, and nor is there detailed analysis of the role of CO2, all of which
have been shown to a↵ect the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (Dacie et al. 2019;
Thuburn and Craig 2002). Despite this neglect, or perhaps because of it, the takeaway is that
there is a previously unnoticed mechanism (the thermospectric constraint) that constrains
tropopause temperature, one that should be embedded within most climate models.

Although we showed that spectroscopy influences tropopause height, the thermospectric
constraint is not enough to predict it because the lapse rate must be prescribed. Dynamical
considerations can constrain the tropospheric lapse rate to be neutral to convective instability
within the tropics (Held 1982; Stone and Carlson 1979), but the constraint is less clear in
the extratropics (Schneider 2008; Vallis 2017). The lapse rate may be neutral to baroclinic
instability (Held 1982; Stone and Carlson 1979; Zurita-Gotor and Lindzen 2008), slantwise
moist convection (Emanuel 1988), or moist convection embedded within baroclinic waves
(Emanuel et al. 1987; Juckes 2000), but progress in advancing these theories have been
limited by the inability of climate models to simultaneously resolve deep convection and
baroclinic eddies. The advent of km-scale models that can resolve both (Stevens et al. 2019)
will enable the testing of these constraints and hopefully lead to an even more predictive
theory of the tropopause.

Looking further afield, most planets within our solar system appear to have a tropopause
at O(100 hPa) (Robinson and Catling 2014). Does the thermospectric constraint extend to
other worlds? All greenhouse gasses necessarily have finite spectroscopic absorption (Pierre-
humbert 2010), which suggests that the answer might be yes. However, spectroscopy di↵ers
from one species to another (Pierrehumbert 2010), and the thermodynamics of exoplanets
di↵er from one another (Ingersoll 2013). These di↵erences may limit the applicability of the
cooling to space and emission level approximations employed here to derive an analytical
formula for the spectral emitting level (Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020a). Even Titan, with
its condensible methane atmosphere complete with a vapor window (McKay et al. 1991),
may behave di↵erently because its methane is non-dilute, which may lead to unique and
potentially confounding dynamics (Pierrehumbert and Ding 2016). It thus remains to be ex-
plored whether greenhouse gas spectroscopy provides the same level of constraint for other
worlds as it does for Earth.

5.4 Takeaways

By regarding water vapor as a key intermediary between clouds, circulation, and climate
sensitivity, we were able to make progress on the questions posed in this thesis, questions
that touch upon grand challenges in climate science (Bony et al. 2015). Here, we would like
to reflect on why our physically-based approach was successful and how it could be useful
for the climate community in further constraining climate sensitivity.
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Appreciate water vapor’s thermospectric properties

Some of the key ingredients of Manabe and Wetherald (1967)’s success in estimating climate
sensitivity included assuming fixed relative humidity and using a spectral representation of
water vapor absorption (Jeevanjee et al. 2022). Chapter 1 showed that such an atmosphere
would mask most surface emission and its increase with warming from escaping to space.
A simple model of this emergent property could quantitatively estimate the water vapor
feedback, thus demonstrating the importance of combining water vapor’s thermodynamic
and spectroscopic properties in theories of climate change. In this thesis, we embraced these
combined thermospectric constraints and were able to add specificity to previous arguments
about subtropical radiator fins and the radiative tropopause. Most climate models implicitly
have these thermospectric constraints, but most theories of climate change appreciate the
thermodynamic component far more than the spectroscopic one. It is likely then that there
are many more problems that could benefit from a deeper study of water vapor spectroscopy.
While the following quote by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe is over dramatic, it captures our
message that a fuller appreciation of water vapor’s thermospectric properties may lead to
deeper insights into Earth’s climate: “Nature understands no jesting [...] The man incapable
of appreciating her, she despises; and only to the apt, the pure, and the true, does she resign
herself and reveal her secrets.”

Rethinking how to constrain climate sensitivity

Now we would like to argue how a fuller appreciation of water vapor and clouds’ physical
nature may lead to better methods of constraining climate sensitivity.

The net climate feedback is one of the two relevant parameters for quantifying climate sen-
sitivity (the other being the net forcing). However, understanding the net climate feedback
is di�cult, so it is often decomposed into easier sub-problems with a “feedback analysis”,
a framework for quantifying coupled interactions in systems (Roe 2009). Ideally, a feed-
back decomposition should respect the underlying physics of the climate system and isolate
independent feedbacks to facilitate their understanding (Held and Shell 2012; Roe 2009).

In the early days of feedback analysis in climate science, e.g. Hansen et al. (1984), when
less was known about how the Earth would respond to warming, the net feedback was
decomposed into a “Planck” feedback (p) quantifying the radiative response to vertically
uniform tropospheric warming, deviations in the response due to non-vertically uniform
warming (lr for Lapse Rate), to changes in specific humidity (q), to changes in surface
albedo (↵s), and to changes in clouds (c):

�net = �p + �lr + �q + �↵s + �c. (5.1)

Although this decomposition is still often used today (Forster et al. 2021; Sherwood et al.
2020), it may not provide the best way of understanding Earth’s climate sensitivity and
isolating sources of uncertainty. For instance, the Planck response assumes that specific hu-
midity is fixed with tropospheric temperature change, but this is physically unrealizable in
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Earth’s climate (Held and Shell 2012). It also di↵ers from the Stefan-Boltzmann feedback in-
ferred from observations (�sb = 4�T 3

e ), where Te = (OLR/�)1/4, by �0.5 Wm�2K�1 (Cronin
and Dutta 2023). Furthermore, this decomposition exhibits strong correlations between the
water vapor (q), and lapse rate feedbacks (Soden and Held 2006; Soden et al. 2008), so they
are often summed, thus negating the purpose of the feedback decomposition. There are also
correlations between these “clear-sky” feedbacks and the anvil cloud height feedbacks (Soden
et al. 2004; Yoshimori et al. 2020), because anvil clouds are kept at fixed height and artifi-
cially warmed in calculations of the Planck feedback. This leads to a strongly positive anvil
cloud height feedback when their height is allowed to adjust (Zelinka and Hartmann 2010)
that compensates the negative contribution from anvil clouds in the Planck feedback. As
a result of these correlations, the spread in estimates of individual feedbacks largely cancel
in their sum (Held and Shell 2012; Ingram 2012) and are unrepresentative of uncertainty in
�net, which complicates their interpretation.

These deficiencies motivated Held and Shell (2012) and Ingram (2012) to propose using a
fixed RH as part of the reference response, which is more concordant with theory, models,
and observations (Held and Soden 2000; Romps 2014; Zhang et al. 2020). As a result, the
correlations and cancellations in individual feedbacks are reduced between models (Caldwell
et al. 2016; Held and Shell 2012; Ingram 2012; Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020b) which sim-
plifies their interpretation. Furthermore, the longwave component of this reference response
can now be constrained with observations (Raghuraman et al. 2023; Roemer et al. 2023) and
calculated directly from theory (Feng et al. 2023; Koll et al. 2023). Yoshimori et al. (2020)
took this one step further and argued that the fixed temperature of anvil clouds should be
included in the reference response. Using anvil cloud temperature, rather than pressure as
a state variable helps to remove the correlation between the anvil cloud height and Planck
feedbacks (Yoshimori et al. 2020) and reveals how clouds “mask” the clear-sky radiative
response to warming (McKim et al. 2021; Stevens and Kluft 2023).

By aligning the feedback analysis with the physics of the problem (i.e. using a fixed relative
humidity and fixed anvil temperature reference response), uncertainty in individual feedbacks
are more representative of the uncertainty in the net feedback. This means that the weakest
links in our understanding of climate change can be identified more quickly and addressed
more directly. However, it is worth pondering whether feedback analysis can be refined
further. The insights gained from clear-sky spectral decompositions (Bourdin et al. 2021;
Feng et al. 2023; Jeevanjee 2023; Jeevanjee et al. 2021b; Kluft et al. 2021; Koll et al. 2023;
Koll and Cronin 2018; McKim et al. 2021; Seeley and Jeevanjee 2020; Stevens and Kluft
2023) and physically-based cloud feedback decompositions (McKim et al. 2023; McKim et al.
2021; Stevens and Kluft 2023) suggests the answer is probably yes. What would this refined
approach look like?

One approach would be to use the physically-based decomposition and storyline-approach
of McKim et al. (2023) (Chapter 3) to constrain other feedbacks with hypothesis testing
and incorporating multiple lines of evidence. Additionally, the equations that make up each
feedback in the decomposition could be used to diagnose intermodel spread and answer
whether the spread is due to errors in cloud climatology or cloud changes with warming.
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Another approach would be combining spectral insights with a simple model of cloud masking
and cloud feedbacks to come up with new hypotheses about how clouds a↵ect the climate
system. For instance Stevens and Kluft (2023) raised the possibility that low cloud masking
over warm surface temperatures could stabilize the climate by replacing surface emission
from a warm surface with a nearly closed water vapor window with emission from a 10 to
15 K cooler “surface” with a much more open water vapor window. They also point to how
clouds can mask CO2 forcing, making their net e↵ect on climate sensitivity more ambiguous.
The importance of cloud climatology in masking clear-sky forcings and feedbacks is becoming
more apparent. It could be better quantified with theory and observations in the future and
potentially lead to an observationally- and physically-informed estimate or “prior” of climate
sensitivity with minimal inputs from a climate model (Jeevanjee 2023; Stevens and Kluft
2023), which would be useful for Bayesian reasoning (Sherwood et al. 2020).

We have seen how feedback analyses that do not align with the physics of Earth’s climate
can lead to misleading notions of strongly stabilizing feedbacks and make it harder to iso-
late sources of uncertainty. In contrast, a more physically consistent feedback analysis can
make better use of theories and observations to constrain individual feedbacks, forcings, and
climate sensitivity. The opportunity to constrain climate sensitivity and understand climate
change more quickly stresses the need to continually refine feedback analyses as knowledge of
the climate system improves. To accelerate this transition to new feedback decompositions,
systematic comparisons with the traditional decomposition should be made. This will help
to establish continuity with previous work and serve as a “translation tool” that can help
ensure confusion and misinterpretations are minimized.

5.5 Personal reflections

When I first became interested in climate science as an undergraduate studying physics,
my advisor cautioned me; he worried about the politics that surrounds climate science and
how it might influence a young scientist’s career. My friends in environmental science were
surprised at my interest: despite years of studying the subject, they had never heard that
physics has deep roots in climate science. My friends in physics were supportive but were
similarly ignorant of these roots. This was understandable. Condensed matter physics,
astronomy, and biophysics are all extensions of fundamental physics and were taught in
our physics department. Climate science, on the other hand, could only be found in the
geography department and there was not a single equation in any of the classes o↵ered on
the subject.

I too shared this perception of climate science as an important but non-technical science. As
a physicist, someone who is interested not just in the what but in the why, climate science
did not seem so interesting. But that changed when I found opinion pieces and pedagogical
articles emphasizing the fundamental role of physics in climate science, the challenges and
mysteries that remained, and the impact physicists could make on the field (Marston 2011;
Pierrehumbert 2011; Schiermeier 2015; Stevens and Bony 2013; Wettlaufer 2016; Wettlaufer
2011). Here was the chance, I realized, to study something important and relevant to our
daily lives, but also something that could o↵er compelling mysteries. I could still be a
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physicist—just one that studies the climate.

I have tried to maintain this identity as a physicist who studies the climate, rather than think
of myself as “climate scientist”. I do this because the physicist’s approach—of chiseling a
problem down to the heart of the uncertainty, then proceeding from first principles, piece
by piece, question by question, to ultimately arrive at its solution—is the most satisfying
approach to understanding the natural world. Physics, then, is the art of perception; of
building an awareness of what is essential, and most importantly, asking the right questions.
Does a heavy object dropped at the at the same time as a light object hit the Earth first?
Does a radiatively neutral anvil cloud’s change in area impact climate sensitivity? These
simple yes or no questions lead to the next question: Why? And that is where the learning
begins.

As Lewis Epstein writes (Epstein 2002), “Most people study physics to satisfy some require-
ment. Some study physics to learn the tricks of Nature so they may find out how to make
things bigger or smaller or faster or stronger or more sensitive. But a few, a very few, study
physics because they wonder - not how things work, but why they work. They wonder what
is at the bottom of things - the very bottom, if there is a bottom”. I hope that this thesis
gives a flavor not just of how Earth’s climate works, but why it works the way it does. I
hope it shows there is plenty of physics in climate science and space to wonder. In studying
climate science the past few years, my sense of wonder has only grown.
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